Coaching Children
Children primarily take part in sport to meet new people, make new friends and to be part of a
team giving them a feeling of inclusiveness. To learn new skills, have fun and of course the
competitive, challenging and winning elements associated with sport. When children do not
experience these feelings they tend to drop out from sport. It is the role of the coach to create
an environment for children to experience these feelings.

"All children are individuals – the rate at which they
develop will be different"

By Rachael Byrne
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Warm Up Games
Games for agility, balance and co ordination
Agility is the ability to change direction quickly and efficiently. It is a vital tool for any young
athlete playing sport.
Balance is the ability to stay upright and stay in control of body movement. It is an important
asset for a player to have.
Co-ordination is the ability to repeatedly execute a sequence of movements smoothly and
accurately.
Bulldogs Charge
Players line up along one side of the grid, the catchers start in the middle of the grid. The
players all run together at the same time and they must make it to the opposite side of the grid
without being caught by the catchers. If they are caught they then become a catcher this
continues as the game progresses until everyone is caught, last person to evade being caught
wins.
To make it more difficult there can be more than one catcher at the start of the game. Players
could have to carry a football/ hurl and sliotar across the grid whilst running they are soloing and
catchers must perform a tackle to dispossess the players. Once they are dispossessed they
then become catchers.

Flush the toilet/ Stuck In the mud
Players are restricted to a space within a square and they must avoid being caught by the
catchers. If a player is caught they must freeze in place. While frozen they must perform an
action; hold arms out or keep legs wide. They must remain frozen until they are freed by
another player who is free to move by performing another action such as push the arm down or
crawl under the legs.
To make it more difficult depending on the ability of players; the playing space could be made
smaller, increasing the number of catchers or getting the children to perform a football/hurling
skill while evading being caught.

Bridges and Rivers
Organise children into two groups. One group makes a bridge shape using their body and the
other group go around crawling under the bridges, it could be timed and the challenge would be
to see how many bridges the children can crawl under in a minute. It can also be a tag game by
nominating one/two catchers depending on numbers, when they catch players the players have
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to perform a bridge position until another free player crawls under their bridge, and then they
are free to move again.

Jungle Animals
Get the children into different positions that mimic different animals. Bear Crawl, the children
crawl around the grid like bears. Duck walk, deep squat position hands on the back of the
ankles, heels must be on the ground get the children to walk in this position making a duck
sound. Dinosaur get the children into a lunge position by taking a big step forward and bending
the front and back knee (90/90 Position at the knees) only when the children are in this position
they can make a loud roar like a dinosaur. Kangaroo hops, two feet together and performing a
two footed hop around the grid, big emphasis on big high jumps.
Zombie Game
Players are in a grid, 3 players are zombies they are in a plank position (hands and feet). They
must crawl around the grid while maintaining the plank position and tag other players on the
legs. When the players get tagged they also become zombies in a plank position until all
remaining free players are caught.

Cups and Saucers
Scatter cones randomly around the grid. Divide the group into two teams, one team are the
cups and one team are the saucers. The cups must go around making sure the cones are in an
upside down position (they look like a cup) and the saucers must go around turning the cones
into an upright normal position. The challenge is to see which group has the most cups or
saucers.

Cops and Robbers
Players are moving around a grid, dribbling the sliothar on the ground or soloing/bouncing the
ball, these players are the cops. The robbers must try and get the ball off the cops without
fouling. If successful they switch roles and the new robbers try to rob a different ball.
To make it more difficult there can be more robbers introduced or the grid can be made smaller.
To progress for hurling beanbags can be used to introduce soloing.

Daisy Chains
Players are inside a grid area, one person starts off as a catcher. When they catch another
player they join hands and become a “Chain”, they then chase the remaining players, the
players on either end of the chain are only able to catch as they have a free hand to do so. The
game continues until everyone is caught. The players must always hold hands and the chain
cannot be broken. This game needs good team work and communication between the players
to be successful.
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To make it more difficult the game could start with two catchers, their aim is to finish with the
most players in their chain to win.

Chaos/Everybody’s “IT”
Players are inside a grid area, everybody is ‘on’, and players must try and tag as many people
as possible without being tagged themselves. Each game will last around 30/45 seconds.
Progressions of this game include; getting the players to do an action when they are caught, i.e.
jump jacks, tuck jumps, burpees etc. Another would be when players are caught they have to
remain frozen in the same spot and perform a task until a player who is free performs another
task to free them. With these games get players to count how many people they have
caught/freed, this will encourage them to get as many as possible.

Snatch the Bacon
Two teams are either side of the grid and each player has an individual number. The coach
calls a number and the player must race his corresponding number over and back across the
grid. First player back to his/her side wins.
Progressions for this game are; have a ball in the middle first to grab the ball without being
tagged wins, to progress this even further you could introduce tackling where players not only
have to win the ball first but they have to work it back to their side, player without the ball must
try and dispossess and win the ball and work it over to their side.
You can also have a ball at either end and players have to bring the ball to the opposite end and
run back to their place, whoever makes it back first wins. This can be used to work on skills
such as soloing and bouncing on the run.

Diamond
Players move around the inside of a square, performing different actions as directed by the
coach, high knees, squats, different ball skills etc. When the coach calls “Diamond” the players
must stop what they are doing and touch each side of the square as quickly as possible.
Progressions include: last player to complete the task is out and the area can also be made
bigger.

Reaction
Set out a grid with random cones set out around it (Footballs/Sliothars can be used instead of
cones). There must be one less cone than people e.g. if there are 9 players only 8 cones are
used. They players must move around the grid and on the coaches call/whistle they must pick
up a piece of equipment, the player without a piece of equipment must go to the outside of the
grid and perform a task such as jump jacks then they return to the game. The game can also be
made into an elimination when a player is eliminated another piece of equipment is removed.
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Laying the egg
Balls are scattered randomly around a grid, the players must jog around and when they come to
a ball they must pretend that they are laying an egg by doing a squat over the ball, touching
their bums off the ball. Emphasis is made on the ball touching the player but not them sitting on
it as it will crack. Arms out in front as that will help with balance and head up so nobody else sits
on their egg. For younger players tell them they are chickens and they are trying to lay as many
eggs as possible in one minute or give them a target of 10/20 eggs in the time.

Dodgems
Give each child in the group a cone which will be their steering wheels, scatter hurdles
randomly around a grid which will act as speed bumps and the children have to jump over,
poles can be used as roundabouts for the children to go around. The coach yells out different
speeds such as walking, skipping and jogging. The coach can also use coloured cones to
instruct the children and get them developing their reactions green would mean jog/run, yellow
means walking and red means freeze.

Rob the Nest
Divide the group into 4 teams, each team in a corner of the grid. In the centre of the grid there
will be treasure located in the nest. The object of the game is for team members to come out
individually performing a task to take one piece of treasure and return back to their corner to
allow the next team mate to take their turn. When all the treasure is gone from the nest the
coach will allow the players to steal from other teams nests for 30 seconds, players can’t guard
their own nest and can only take one piece of treasure at a time. The team with the most
treasure at the end wins.

Hop wars
With a partner we stand on our left leg. Partners try and bump each other to make the other
person put their right foot down. Switch Feet.

Circle Balance
Place your right foot into your partner’s hand and vice versa. Keep legs straight and hold with
both hands. On the coach’s call, circle around each other keeping balance. Reverse directions
and switch feet.

Duck Fighting
Face Partner in a squat position with both hands in front of you. On the coach’s call try and
unbalance your partner by pushing against his/her palms. Emphasis on players to keep back
straight and to make contact with hands only.
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Knee Tag
Players in the squat position, they move around trying to tag the side of their partner’s knees
with their hands.

Wheelbarrows
A wheelbarrow race, big emphasis on a strong core and back straight.

Back to Back Push
Stand back to back with your partner with your arms locked. Attempt to push your partner
backwards by driving your feet. Whoever can push their partner over a set line first wins.

Back to Back Wrestle
Partners sit on the ground back to back with their arms locked. They must try and wrestle the
other onto their shoulder to score a point.

Get Ups With/Without Ball
One child lies down flat on the ground, the partner stands beside them. The child on the ground
must stand up and high 5 the partner but they cannot use their hands to help themselves up.
Can also have the player on the ground in a sitting position holding a ball and they must get up
whilst holding the ball.

Plank Wrestle
Partners face each other in a plank position (Hands and feet in contact with the floor). Players
must knock each other off balance by tugging at each other’s arms. Must hold strong plank
position for the duration.
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Academy Hurling/Camogie Drills

The Grip
To establish which hand the child should hold the handle of the hurl with: drop the hurl and pick
up the hurl with the hand ‘you write with’. This can also be done by dropping the hurl and
asking the children to throw an imaginary stone and pick up the hurl with the hand you threw the
stone with.

The Ready Position

• This position is held when the ball is not being played.
• Get the child to shake hands with the hurley (one handed).
• Now get the child to bring the hurley across the body.
The non dominant hand supporting just above the bás.
• This is the ‘ready position’.
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The Lock Position

• Adopt ready position.
• Slide weaker hand up the handle of hurley.
• Lock with stronger hand.
• This is the lock position.

The Lift Position

• Adopt the ready position.
• Open weaker hand, fingers spread apart.
• Use thumb of dominant hand to turn the hurley so that toe is facing away from body.
• Close thumb of weaker hand on hurley so that both thumbs are pointing towards the bas.
• This is the lifting position
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Grip/Ready/Lock Position
• Introduce Ready position. The hand that the child writes with must be placed at the top of the
handle and their other hand near the bas.
• Introduce the Lock position for striking. The hand that the child writes with must be placed at
the top of the handle and slide the other hand up beside this hand.
• Practice moving from the hurl on the ground to Ready to lock position.
• Coach makes various wrist movements in the lock position and kids copy. Kids write their
names in air and on ground from that position. Practice air-swings.
• Kids can practice knocking over cones.

Swing
Set up: Two tyres 10 m apart. Cones 3m on either side with kids lined up behind.
• Demonstrate the swing (Feet shoulder width apart. 'Lock' position, swing back high and far,
lead with elbow).
• Practice air-swings. First kid in each line approaches the tyre and strikes and continues to the
opposite cone.
• It is important to introduce striking on both sides so get the kids striking on their opposite side
on the way back down.
• The kids can strike the tyre while walking, progress to jogging if competent.
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Ground Strike
Ground striking a stationary ball, if enough equipment available give each player a ball, the
player must strike the ball off the wall and stop the ball before completing the next strike.
Players can do 10 strikes on their right side and then 10 strikes on their left side. Before striking
the ball the player must adopt the ready and lock position.
Players can also be given challenges, such as targets that they must strike the ball at or how
many strikes they can get in one minute etc.
Goal to goal: Set up two goals with four cones. Players must try to score on their partner by
ground striking the ball between the goals. Vary with wider goals, greater distance, one point for
dominant side, and two for non-dominant.

Minefield
• Divide the group into 2 teams of 5. Put two teams facing each other in each area.
• The object of the exercise is to hit the ball into the opposing team’s area. Start with 4 balls per
game and move it up to 8 after a while to increase participation.
• Every 2 minutes blow the whistle for kids to freeze (or stand with hurl over their head) and
count how many balls are in each square. The team with fewer balls in their square wins.
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Skittles
The kids must take turns to ground strike the ball, trying to hit down as many cones as possible.
Try to only have a max number of three kids in each line or use one of the options that involve
all the kids at the same time. Can vary the activity by having the kids strike of the dominant and
non-dominant side.
Option 1: Line based skittles

Option 2: Skittles between pairs

Option 3: 5v5 who can knock down the most skittles

Dribbling
• 3 Children in each group. Two children at cone A and one child at cone B.
•The ball starts at cone A, the first child dribbles the ball in and out between the cones until they
reach cone B. At cone B they pass the ball to the other child who dribbles the ball to cone A and
then passes it to child at cone A. Repeat.
• Big emphasis on keeping the ball under control by not having it too far away from the hurl,
encourage the children not to let the ball hit any of the cones.

A

B
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Dribbling
Set out a large grid with cones randomly placed. Each child has a ball and dribbles in any
direction throughout the grid attempting not to hit any of the cones with their balls.
Emphasis on looking up to make sure they don’t bump into any other players. Ensure that
players are dribbling on both sides, can vary the activity by putting out different colour cones
and they must dribble around a different colour cone each time.

Dribbling
•Set out a square. Each child has a ball and must dribble the ball around the square avoiding
the other children.
• The coach walks around the square and tries to dispossess the children, the children must try
to avoid the coach and dribble with the ball kept close to their hurl.
The more involved the coach is in the game, the more the children will enjoy it.
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Ground Hurling Match
Two teams per pitch, try to keep numbers as low as possible, 5 versus 5 etc. Ground hurling
only. Use two sliotars as this ensures the kids get more touches during the game.
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Academy Football Drills
Catching & Under-arm Throwing
Players are in Partners, one ball between each pair a short distance apart.
1. Players start off sitting opposite each other with legs apart. Players start by rolling the ball to
each other using two touches, one to roll the ball and the other to scoop the ball up and bring in
tight to chest and repeat action.
2. Players remain in a sitting position holding the ball in their hands. They must use an
underarm throw (two hands under the ball, supporting it) and throw the ball to their partner’s
chest. The partner receiving the ball has their arms out ready to catch the ball without it hitting
the ground, (arms act as a basket, not too far apart as the basket will open and the ball will fall
through!) when they catch the ball they bring it into the chest in a secure position repeat action.
3. A progression of step two, players are now in a standing position and using an underarm
throw to pass the ball to their partner’s chest, and partners are performing a body catch to
receive the ball without the ball touching the ground and repeat action.
Give the Kids targets such as how many passes can each pair get in one minute, who can get
to 10 passes first etc.

Over the River
• Divide the group into 2 teams of 5. Put two teams facing each other in each area.
• The object of the exercise is to throw the ball into the opposing team’s area using an
underarm throw. Start with 4 balls per game and move it up to 6 after a while to increase
participation.
• Every 2 minutes blow the whistle for kids to freeze and count how many balls are in each
square. The team with fewer balls in their square wins.
• Progress to giving points for each clean body catch performed by the team members
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Kicking
1. Players are in Partners, one ball between each pair a short distance apart. Players are using
a ground kick to pass to partners opposite them, using the technique of “Step and Swing”. They
step forward with the non-kicking leg for balance and the kicking leg performs the swing and
using the instep of foot (The Laces) strikes the ball and passes to partner. Encourage kids to
use both feet for kicking.
2. Players have a ball each; facing the wall they are performing a kick from their hands. Using
the technique “Step and Swing” they are releasing the ball onto the foot using the same hand as
the kicking leg. Toes are pointed forward and leg is straight striking the ball off the instep/laces.
Encourage kids to use both feet for kicking.
Progress to players having to aim for targets on the wall and give them challenges to keep it
exciting.
Skittles
The kids must take turns to kick the ball from hands, trying to hit down as many cones as
possible. Try to only have a max number of three kids in each line or use one of the options that
involve all the kids at the same time. Can vary the activity by having the kids kick using both
dominant and non-dominant side.
Option 1: Line based skittles

Option 2: Skittles between pairs

Option 3: 5v5 who can knock down the most skittles
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Bounce
Players are in a standing position a short distance from their partners, ball in their hands. They
must bounce pass the ball taking a step forward with one leg for balance and aiming to bounce
the ball in the middle of themselves and their partner. The partner receiving the ball has their
arms out ready to catch the ball without it hitting the ground, (arms act as a basket, not too far
apart as the basket will open and the ball will fall through!) when they catch the ball they bring it
into the chest in a secure position and repeat action.

One handed bounce and catch, each player has a ball, they are standing trying to bounce the
ball with one hand and catching with two hands. How many bounces can the kids get in one
minute?

Progress to moving around an area bouncing after every 4 steps looking out for other players.

Set out a large grid, with hoops scattered randomly around, the kids have to bounce in a many
hoops as they can in one minute, they can’t bounce in the same hoop twice in a row. Can the
kids catch it after one bounce?
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Obstacle course
Set out an obstacle course that includes the kids using different skills during it such as catching,
bouncing and kicking. Example; they must bounce the ball at each of the pointed cones, jump
over the hurdles and kick pass to the coach at the end and then receive a pass back performing
a body catch.

Football Match
Two teams per pitch, try to keep numbers as low as possible, 5 versus 5 etc. Use two balls as
this ensures the kids get more touches during the game. Using skills that the children have
performed, bounce, catching and kicking. (Can start off playing the ball on the ground and
progress to out of the hands).
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Principals of Team Play
The starting point for every coach of team games is to develop the players through the
principals of team play. There are three main phases of team play, attack, defence and midfield.
The Principals of Attack:
Depth:
Support the ball, players are targets, short and long ball passing options.
Penetration:

Moving the ball into or through the oppositions defence at speed.

Width:

Playing the ball into wide positions in order to draw and isolate defenders
from each other and central positions giving more space inside for forwards
to see.

Improvisation:

Players changing roles/positions in order to optimise performance.

Communication:

Supporting players are giving verbal and non-verbal signals to the player in
possession.

The Principals of Defence:
The principals of defence are used to help counteract the forward play.
Make forwards make a decision:
Defenders tend to commit or dive into the tackle without knowing what is
going on behind them. A good defender will get close enough to the
attacker to prevent a shot being taken but not too close that it allows the
forward to dummy or side step them. A defender must always keep in mind
that a forward has to play the ball whether it is a hop or solo or to get rid of
the ball, the defender must make the forward make a decision. Good
defending is about waiting for the right moment to make a tackle or force
the forward into a potentially low scoring area.
Delay:

Defenders sometimes see their main duty as dispossessing their opponent;
this often leads to a free kick being awarded. The key function of a good
defence is to delay and prevent the forward from doing what he/she wants
to do with the ball.

Balance:

Forwards are quite mobile and tend to move defenders around the pitch
and attempting to pull them out of position, it is essential that the defence
maintains balance through depth and cover. Defenders have to be coached
to read the game while at the same time working on their man marking
skills. Maintaining balance in defence is about good communication,
decision making and reading the game by the defender.

Concentration:

High levels of concentration are essential for effective defending.
Concentration is central to getting players behind the ball into a key
defensive area to provide cover and support.
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COACHING PLAN
DATE :
CLUB

TEAM

MANAGER

Planning the Coaching Session

By end of year we will be able to :



Where am I in relation to the Overall coaching plan ?



What do I want to achieve in this Coaching Session ?



What is the General Make-up of this session ?
o Fun Game Warm-up (Fundamental movement, ABC)
o Match situation 1
This session :
o Skills 1 review & coaching
o Match situation 2 (set conditions to match Skills 1)
o Skills 2 review & coaching
o Match situation 3 (set conditions to match Skills 2)
o Warm Down Fun Game (stretches)



Have I reserved a location to train at (pitch, all weather, hall etc) ?
o Do I need lights ?



What Equipment will I need ?



What coaching Personnel will I need ?



Are the players informed ?

Equipment

Location

Coaching Personnel

Introduction
Roll call sheet
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COACHING PLAN
DATE :
CLUB

TEAM

MANAGER

Planning the Coaching Session

Warm –Up

Fundamental Movement

Fun Games

Match

Skills

What Else

Warm-down
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Time

COACHING PLAN
DATE :
CLUB

TEAM

MANAGER

During the Coaching Session


Role Taking – who is attending ?



What specifically am I doing to warm-up ?
o Is it fun
o Does it include Fundamental movement and agility, Balance, co-ordination ?
o Is there an element that is specific to the sport ?

Warm-up 1

Warm-up 2

Warm-up 3

Warm-up 4
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COACHING PLAN
DATE :
CLUB

TEAM

MANAGER

During the Coaching Session


What specific skills will be coached ?

Skill 1

Skill 2

Skill 3

Skill 4



What Cool down routine will I follow ?
o Will it leave the players wanting to come back for more next week ?

Cool-down 1

Cool-down 2
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COACHING PLAN
DATE :
CLUB

TEAM

MANAGER

After the Coaching Session
Was the warm up successful…..What
elements were good / bad

What elements of Skills were good / bad

How was coaching Performance

Any players needing special attention

Safety

Target areas for next session
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COACHING PLAN
DATE :
CLUB

TEAM

MANAGER

After the Coaching Session
Notes 1

Notes 2

Notes 3

Notes 4

Notes 5

Notes 6
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Sample Session Plan
WARM UP: Chaos/Everybody’s IT
COOL DOWN: Bull Dogs Charge
HURLING
10-12 MINS EACH
STATION



HALF THE GROUP DOES FOOTBALL
10-12 MINS EACH STATION
HURLING THE OTHER
HALF DOES FOOTBALL

STATION 1 HURLING
SKILLS
GROUND STRIKING
STATION 2 HURLING
MATCH
GROUND HURLING
ONLY
STATION 3 HURLING
GAME



CHANGE OVER AFTER
40 MINUTES



HEAD COACH TIMES
THE SESSION

STATION 1 FOOTBALL
SKILLS
PUNT KICK
STATION 2 FOOTBALL
MATCH



6 STATIONS; 3
FOOTBALL 3 HURLING

STATION 3 FOOTBALL
GAME

HURLING
STATION 1 GROUND STRIKING
DRILL 1 TYRE STRIKING

DRILL 2 GROUND STRIKING

Tyre Strike

Striking in Pairs

Players are in pairs one tyre per pair. Each pair in
turn strikes the tyre.

Players in pairs, one sliotar per pair. Players strike
the sliotar through the goal to their partner.
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STATION 2 GROUND HURLING MATCH
GROUND HURLING ONLY

Four Goal Game
Place 4 goals – 1 in each corner of the pitch. Teams attack and defend
two sets of the goals.

STATION 3 HURLING GAME
GROUND STRIKE

Piggy in the Middle
Player in the middle tries to stop the ball as the outer players
pass it around.

FOOTBALL
STATION 1 PUNT KICK
DRILL 1 PUNT KICK

DRILL 2 TARGET

Partner Kick

Hit the Cones

Players are in Pairs. Mark out various distances.
Players to punt kick to partner over each distance

Players Punt Kick the ball to hit the cones in the
middle
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STATION 2 FOOTBALL MATCH
Modified Game: weaker foot only

Four Goal Game
Place 4 goals – 1 in each side of a grid. Teams
attack and defend 2 sets of goals

STATION 3 FOOTBALL GAME

Fun Game

Fun Game

Prisoner Ball

Empty the Circle

Players kick the ball to the opposition; if the ball
touches the ground the nearest player joins the
other team

Players in the circle keep the circle clear by Punt
Kicking any balls out of it.
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6 Steps for Coaching Skills

1. Build Rapport:





Show interest in and respect for participants
Smile and make eye contact with Each participant
Learn and use participants names
Coach the person rather than just the sport

2. Provide Demonstration





Position so all can see and hear
Provide correct demonstration then focus attention on 1-3 key points
Provide demonstration more than once from different angles
Check for understanding, revise key points by asking questions

3. Explain




Plan what to say
Gain full attention before starting
Keep it simple
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4. Observe





One point at a time, Head, hands(hurley) and feet
Observe each participant from different angles
Observe each participant several times
Check if the activity is working

5. Analyse and make decisions





Compare your observation with your picture of good teaching practice
Identify the matching key points
Identify the mismatching key points
Decide whether to reinforce, modify or note but take no immediate action

6. Generate and Provide Feedback





Ask “what did you notice about…” to promote self analysis
Limit information to 1-3 key points
Give specific, simple information in a positive way
Positive feedback is essential
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A Skill Development Model
A Skill Development Model for Gaelic Games Players will excel when they have developed the
3 T’s (Technical Proficiency, Tactical Prowess and Team Play) and 3 P’s (Physical Fitness,
Psychological Focus and Performance Analysis) in an integrated and balanced manner that has
regard for best Coaching Practice.
The Skill Development Model outlined here provides the ideal progression by which a player
will develop the 3 T’s and 3 P’s. This progression is not random but is supported by scientific
research and thus provides the coach with a map or blueprint on how to develop his or her
players.

The progression is as follows:
1. ABC’s / Have-a-Ball Fundamentals Programme
• Aim: To Develop Fundamental Movement Skills (Locomotor, manipulative and stability skills
including the ABCs and RJTs of athleticism - Agility, Balance, Coordination and Running,
Jumping, Throwing) and Basic Motor Skills (Catching, Passing, Kicking and Striking)
• Format: A series of exercises with and without the ball
• Rationale: Basic movement skills are the foundation of all physical activity and are essential
both to an individual’s development of effective motor skills and to the application of these skills
in a wide variety of physical activities. These skills also play a vital role in player’s interpersonal,
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cognitive, and emotional development. These skills should be developed in the early years of
physical development to form the basis for all further movement and motor development.

2. Basic Drills
• Aim: Technical Proficiency (T1)
• Format: The Ball does the work, the player is stationary or performing at a walk/jog pace.
• Rationale: There are three phases to learning a new skill and these are:
1. Cognitive phase -Identification and development of the component parts of the skill
2. Associative phase - Linking the component parts into a smooth action
3. Autonomous phase - Developing the learned skill so that it becomes automatic
The Cognitive phase is vital to the development of good technique. It refers to recognising how
to do a skill by watching it performed or demonstrated and by those first attempts at performing
the skill where it is important to pay attention to each part of the skill. The rate of development
during this phase therefore is directly related to the quality with which the skill is taught. Using
as many methods of teaching the skill as possible (Verbal, Demonstration, Video, Diagrams etc)
and ensuring that the visual demonstration is of a very high standard is of utmost importance to
the development of Technical Proficiency
Once the component parts of the skill have been clearly identified by the player further practice
helps assemble them, component by component, into the overall skill – the Associative phase.
Players use feedback from themselves (i.e. how the skill feels and if the outcome is successful)
and from the coach (identifying where the player is making an error and providing positive
corrective) to shape and polish the components into a smooth action. Rehearsal of the skill
must be done regularly and correctly.
Finally, with further practice the skill may become autonomous, i.e. the player can perform the
skill without consciously focusing on either the whole skill or how it is made up of its component
parts.
These three phases hold significant importance in the context of the Skill Development Model.
In order to develop a skill at the optimum rate the coach should ensure that the player reaches
the autonomous phase of development in the context of a Basic Drill, i.e. while the player is
stationary or performing at a walk/jog pace. Only then should the player be exposed to
Intermediate Drills which, as will be seen, introduce movement.
Simply, the basis for this somewhat formulaic progression is that it allows the player to focus on
one thing at a time. If a player must contend with further demands on his or her attention, e.g. in
order to run or turn while practicing a new skill, then he or she cannot be fully focussed on
developing the technique to an autonomous level. Once the player has developed the technique
to an autonomous level then he can afford to focus on other movements or performing the skill
on the move, e.g. in an Intermediate Drill.
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3. Intermediate Drills
• Aim: Technical Proficiency (T1)
• Format: The Ball and the players do the work, i.e. movement is introduced.
• Rationale: Once the autonomous phase has been achieved the skill may be practiced on the
move. Even in intermediate drills movement is the only other factor that the player must attend
to. The player must learn to perform the skill while moving before learning to perform the skill at
match tempo or under pressure of reduced space, i.e. in an Advanced Drill

4. Advanced Drills
• Aim: Technical Proficiency (T1), Physical Fitness (P1), Psychological Focus (P2)
• Format: Pressure is increased by speeding the drill up progressively towards match tempo,
and by reducing the space and time the players have to perform the skill. Reaction responses,
multiple techniques or physical contact may be introduced but the drill should remain a defined
pattern of activity.
• Rationale: Once Proficiency has been achieved at Intermediate Drill level players may be
challenged to perform the skill in situations that resemble the conditions of a match. In order to
achieve this, speed the drill up progressively towards match tempo and introduce other skills
into the same drill.

4. Game Play Drills
• Aim: Technical Proficiency (T1), Tactical Prowess (T2), Physical Fitness (P1), Psychological
Focus (P2)
• Format: Game Play Drills differ from advanced drills in one key aspect. Whereas Advanced
Drills require players to perform skills within a defined pattern, e.g. in a straight line between 2
cones or from one marker to another, Game Play Drills require players to perform skills while in
situations that simulate those they may be exposed to in a game. Game Play Drills are
sometimes referred to as Match Running Drills or Informal Drills. Essentially, as players are not
limited to moving in a specific manner between set points, they must make decisions about
where to move and when and how to perform the skills required. An excellent example of a
simple Game Play Drill is requiring an attacker to take on a defender in a channel with the
objective of reaching the other end with the ball.
• Rationale: From the perspective of increasing the challenge to a player’s abilities there is a
vast difference between Advanced Drills and Game Play Drills. Game Play Drills train
improvements in adapting technical proficiency to pressure situations and improvements in
tactical awareness which are vital elements in ensuring a player is competent in a match
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situation. Game Play Drills are the essential link between the development of technical
proficiency and being prepared to play in full game situations.

5. Conditioned/ Fun Games
• Aim: Technical Proficiency (T1), Tactical Prowess (T2) and Team Play (T3), Physical Fitness
(P1), Psychological Focus (P2)
• Format: Conditioned Games and Fun Games are practices that focus on different aspects of
technical, tactical or team play through games. They are often undertaken in a defined space,
e.g. a grid. Many variations may be used, depending on the objective of the game, e.g. 2 v 1, 2
v 2, 3 v 2, 3 v 3. Conditioned Games can be used to develop the ability to retain possession
(passing sequences), to create or reduce space (3 v 2 etc) or to develop contact or reaction
skills. Modified Scoring Systems (e.g. target scores or time limits) and Modified Playing Rules
(e.g. no solo, one bounce, fist pass only) can be used to focus on particular techniques or
aspects of decision making.)
• Rationale: An extension of Game Play Drills, Conditioned Games apply the skills learned to
team situations. Players must make decisions on where and when to move to combine as an
effective unit as in a real ‘game’ situation. Such games encourage awareness of time and space
but also help develop specific characteristics of Team Play, e.g. support play and
communication. By not limiting players to particular positions the coach allows each player to
develop greater decision making skills and tactical appreciation for different aspects of play.

6. Small-Sided Games
• Aim: Tactical Prowess (T2) and Team Play (T3), Physical Fitness (P1), Psychological Focus
(P2)
• Format: Small Sided Games are an extension of fun games and grid games but are basically
smaller versions of full games. Smaller numbers are used to ensure plenty of ball contact for all
involved. Positions may be used but it is advisable to allow individual players to play in as many
different positions as possible over time.
• Rationale: Tactical Prowess and Team Play are further developed but with more specific
relevance to full-sided games as the movement and open play mimic aspects of full hurling and
football.

7. Backs and Forwards
• Aim: Tactical Prowess (T2), Team Play (T3), Physical Fitness (P1), Psychological Focus (P2)
• Format: Players hold positions similar or the same as those necessary in full-sided games.
The ball is played into these positions regularly and frequently (and from positions out the field
where the ball would usually come from) in order that the players can develop their position
specific awareness and skill.
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• Rationale: Positioning players in positions allows them to prepare specifically for situations that
may occur in a full-sided game. However by playing the ball more frequently into these positions
much more quality practice can be achieved than may occur in a match situation.
Full-Sided Games
• Aim: Tactical Prowess (T2), Team Play (T3), Physical Fitness (P1), Psychological Focus (P2)
• Format: 15-a-side games with players in appropriate positions
• Rationale: Ultimately players train to play full-sided games. Once the earlier progressions have
been achieved it is vital that players prepare for full-sided games by playing full-sided games.
Notes: The progressions outlined are relevant to players of all ages. In order to maximise the
effectiveness of training sessions a combination of drills and games should be used. For
example, if players can only perform at the Basic level of Drills it does not mean that they
should not be allowed to play any type of game. Introduce fun or grid games to develop aspects
of fitness or tactical prowess. The overriding principal is that players are set achievable but
challenging tasks in order that they remain interested, excited and motivated to play.
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Football
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Basic Drill

Body Catch
Key Points
1. Move to receive the ball
2. Extend arms out in front of the chest
3. Relax chest on impact to cushion the ball
Head - Hands – Feet
STEP - Vary the activity
Vary Space
Vary Equipment

Vary Task

Throw and Body Catch

Vary Players

Each Player in turn throws the ball for their partner to
catch

Intermediate Drill

Intermediate Drill

Star Drill
Handball Bob

A player throws the ball for the second player on their
right to catch and runs to the back of that line.

Player throws the ball for opposite player to run on
and catch at the halfway marker.

Fun Game

Fun Game

Piggy in the Middle

Over the River

Middle player tries to intercept the ball while the
outer players throw the ball to each other

Throw the ball to make it difficult for the opposition
to Body Catch
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Basic Drill

Punt Kick
Key Points
1. Release ball into the hand at kicking side
2. Step forward with non-kicking foot
3. Kick ball with instep
4. Toes pointed, follow through
Head - Hands – Feet
STEP - Vary the activity

Partner Kick
Vary Space
Vary Equipment

Vary Task
Players are in pairs. Mark out various distances.
Players to punt kick to partner over each distance

Vary Players

Basic Drill

Intermediate Drill

Pass and Follow

Turn and Kick

Each player Punt Kicks to the next player and
continues to that line

Ball is kicked along the sides and across the diagonal.

Intermediate Drill

Intermediate Drill

Down the line

Six Star Drill

Players move forward and Punt Kick the ball to the
next player and join the back of that line

Players Punt Kick to the player at the second marker
on their right and joins that line
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Fun Game

Fun Game

Empty the Circle

Hit the Cones

Players in the circle keep the circle clear by Punt
Kicking any balls out of it.

Players Punt Kick the ball to hit the cones in the
middle

/875Z

Modified Game

Four Goal Game
Place 4 goals – 1 in each side of a grid. Teams attack
and defend 2 sets of goals
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Basic Drill

Handpass
Key Points
1. Support the ball in the palm of one hand
2. Extend the striking hand back
3. Strike through the middle of the ball
4. Follow through in the direction of the pass
Head - Hands – Feet
STEP - Vary the activity
Vary Space
Vary Equipment

Vary Task

Hand Pass to Partner

Vary Players

Players Hand Pass to their partner

Intermediate Drill

Intermediate Drill

Pressure Pass

Zig-Zag Pass

Middle player in turn takes and returns a pass
from outer players.

Players Hand Pass the ball for the next player to
run on to and then take their place

Fun Game

Fun Game

Keep Ball

Around the Square Game

Players retain possession by Hand Passing to each
other.

One teams Hand Passes clockwise around the
square and the other goes anti-clockwise
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Fun Game

Modified Game

Dodge Ball
Touch Down
4 or 5 players. One player ‘on’. Other players
handpass ball to touch player ‘on’ on legs or back.
When a player is in possession he/she cannot
move so passes to another player if too far away
from player ‘on’

3 or 4 players per side. Play the ball from one’s
own end zone to opposition end zone using
handpasses. The ball must be carried into the end
zone to gain a score.
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Basic Drill

Fist Pass
Key Points
1. Support ball in palm of one hand
2. Swing back and extend the striking hand
3. Strike through the middle of the ball with the
fist
4. Follow through in the direction of the pass
Head - Hands – Feet

Stationary Pass

STEP - Vary the activity
Vary Space

Each Player in turn Fist Passes the ball to their
partner for 1 minute

Vary Task

Vary Equipment

Vary Players

Intermediate Drill

Intermediate Drill

Move and Pass

Pressure Pass

Players move forward and Fist Pass to the
opposite player and continue to the other side

Players in turn Fist Pass the ball to the middle
player who moves to receive the return pass

Fun Game

Fun Game

Dodge Ball

Goals Galore

2 Player’s score hits by striking the other players
using the Fist Pass

Players can only use the Fist Pass to pass the ball
and score
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Basic Drill

Bounce
Key Points
1. Release the ball into one hand
2. Push the ball into the ground
3. Extend both arms to the ball as it returns
4. Hold the ball securely and bring it into the
body
Head - Hands – Feet

Bounce on the Move

STEP - Vary the activity
Vary Space

Player moves four steps, Bounces and passes on to
the next player

Vary Task

Vary Equipment

Vary Players

Intermediate Drill

Intermediate Drill

Slalom Bounce

Bounce and Turn

Players Bounce the ball while running around each
cone, alternating hands.

Players perform the Bounce while rounding each
cone randomly

Fun Game

Fun Game

Space Invaders

Grid Swap

Players Bounce the ball in as many hoops as
possible in one minute

In turn each team return each ball to their grid
bouncing the ball along the way.
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Basic Drill

Solo
Key Points
1. Release ball into the hand on kicking side
2. Step forward,Drop the ball on to the foot
3. When ball impacts on foot, flick toes up
4. Extend arms to catch the ball
Head - Hands – Feet
STEP - Vary the activity
Vary Space

Vary Task

Vary Equipment

Stationary Toe Tap

Vary Players

Players Solo the ball on the spot.

Intermediate Drill

Intermediate Drill

Crazy Solo

Toe Tap, Turn and Pass

Players Solo in an anti-clockwise direction around
the first and centre marker each time

Players Solo out around the cone, turns and fist
passes to the next player

Fun Game

Fun Game

Skill Point Invasion Game

Toe-Tap Tag
One player Solos around the grid and attempts to
tag the other players
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One team Punt Kicks to the other team, who then
Solos and hand passes the ball up the field and
through the goals to score

Basic Drill

Crouch Lift
Key Points
1. Move to the ball
2. Place hands in front of the ball
3. Scoop the ball forward into the cupped
hands
4. Secure possession
Head - Hands – Feet
STEP - Vary the activity
Vary Space

Lift and Drop

Vary Task

Vary Equipment

Player jogs forward to Crouch Lift the ball, places
the ball at the next marker and continues on

Vary Players

Intermediate Drill

Intermediate Drill

Bridge Ball

Tussle and Lift

Player rolls ball between partner’s legs and runs
on to Crouch Lift it as it moves away.

Coach rolls the ball forward for each pair to chase
and contest

Fun Game

Fun Game

Scatter and Lift

Grid Swap

Attackers try to crouch lift as many balls in 30sec
while the defenders try to oppose them.

Each team in turn Crouch Lifts all the balls into
their grid
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Basic Drill

Near Hand Tackle
Key Points
1. Move alongside opponent. Eyes on ball.
2. Move across with near leg when opponents
far leg is forward.
3. Flick the ball away with near hand when the
ball is free.
4. Recover ball to win possession
Head - Hands – Feet

On the Ball

STEP - Vary the activity
Vary Space

Players in pairs. Player in possession solos, partner
attempts to tackle.

Vary Task

Vary Equipment

Vary Players

Intermediate Drill

Basic Drill

Tackle to Team Mate
Around the Block
Players in 3s. Player in possession solos, opponent
attempts to tackle and third player picks up
possession

Players in possession at each corner, soloing.
Other players move around square tackling.
Fun Game

Game Play Routine

Last Man Standing
Grid Tackle
Players in possession attempt to solo through the
grid. Defending players attempt to tackle.

Players in possession attempt to solo through and
score. Defending players attempt to tackle
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Basic Drill

Block Down
Key Points
1. Stand close to the opponent in the check
position
2. Reach forward arms out as the opponent
prepares to play the ball.
3. Block ball at point of contact with the boot
Head - Hands – Feet
STEP - Vary the activity
Vary Space
Vary Equipment

Vary Task

Partner Block

Vary Players

Player A toe taps the ball for player B in a kneeling
position to Block Down

Intermediate Drill

Intermediate Drill

Zig-Zag Block

Hit the Target

One player moves from cone to cone and tries to
Block each player

A passes to B, who rounds the cone and passes to
D while C tries to Block Down

Fun Game

Modified Game

Grid Block
Shoot and Block II
Team retain possession by kick passing while the
other team tries to gain possession by Blocking
down

Attacker solos to goal, when they attempt to shoot
the defender tries to Block them
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Basic Drill

Checking
Key Points
1. Position the body between the opponent
and goal.
2. Arms spread out. Use short steps
3. Keep one foot slightly ahead for balance
4. Attempt to intercept when given an
opportunity
Head - Hands – Feet

Hang On

STEP - Vary the activity
Vary Space

Defender tries to remain in contact with the
attacker using one arm

Vary Task

Vary Equipment

Vary Players

Intermediate Drill

Advanced Drill

Zig-Zag Check (with ball)

Grid Check

B faces A and attempts to maintain the ‘Check’
position throughout

Defenders attempts to ‘Check’ the attacker after
he has rounded the corner

Game Play Drill

Fun Game

Check Mate

Check Zone

Attacker tries to progress to score while the

Attackers attempt to pass the defenders who try
to Check them and prevent them from scoring.
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Basic Drill

High Catch
Key Points
1. Moving forward, extend upwards
2. Extend the arms fully above the head
3. Catch the ball slightly in front of the head
4. Secure the ball to the chest
Head - Hands – Feet
STEP - Vary the activity
Vary Space

Partner Catch

Vary Task

Vary Equipment

Player in turn throws the ball up for their partner
to High Catch

Vary Players

Intermediate Drill

Advanced Drill

Move and Catch

Opposed Catch

A jogs backwards, throws the ball up for B to run
onto and High Catch

One player in the middle High Catches the ball
while the other provides opposition

Fun Game

Game Play Drill

Prisoner Ball

One on One

Players kick the ball to the opposition; if the ball
touches the ground the nearest player joins the
other team

Coach throws the ball for the attacker to High
Catch and kick for a score,
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Basic Drill

Low Catch
Key Points
1. Get behind the ball as it approaches
2. Extend the arms low
3. Step forward and place one foot beside the
ball
4. Hold the ball securely and bring into the chest
Head - Hands – Feet
STEP - Vary the activity
Vary Space

Islands

Vary Task

Vary Equipment

Players throw the ball to the feet of the next
player to Low Catch

Vary Players

Intermediate Drill

Intermediate Drill

Move and Catch

Star Drill

Players roll the ball for the opposite player to run
forward and Low Catch

Player throws the ball for the player on the second
marker to their right to Low Catch

Fun Game

Fun Game

Pass the Guard

Beat the Circle

Outer players try to throw the ball low past the
middle player, for opposite players to Low Catch

Team A throws the ball around the circle while
Team B runs around the circle in relay
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Basic Drill

Feint and Side Step
Key Points
1. Run directly towards the opponent
2. Release ball into hand on kicking side
3. Quickly change direction
4. Accelerate quickly away
Head - Hands – Feet
STEP - Vary the activity
Vary Space
Vary Equipment

Around the Man

Vary Task

A Feigns past each player to the end, B follows and
so on

Vary Players

Intermediate Drill

Advanced Drill

Along the line
1, 2, 3 Feint

Attacker must Feign and pass the defending player
accelerating through the cones to the other side

Players enter the grid, approach each defender,
Feign and accelerate away.

Fun Game

Game Play Drill

Tag

Chase and Score

Attackers lose a life when the defender tags them
by checking them in the zone

Attacker moves forward and must Feint and Side
Step the opponent before kicking for a point
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Basic Drill

Side Step
Key Points
1. Run directly towards opponent
2. Plant foot firmly to one side
3. Push hard of planted foot to other side
4. Continue forward in new direction
Head - Hands – Feet
STEP - Vary the activity
Vary Space

Step Left Step Right

Vary Task

Vary Equipment

Each player approaches and Side Steps the middle
player

Vary Players

Intermediate Drill

Intermediate Drill

Side Step and Bounce

Side Step Slalom

Each player takes one bounce and Side Steps the
middle player

Each player jogs forward and Side Steps the
markers in turn.

Fun Game

Game Play Drill

Pass the Guard

Side Step, Bounce and Score

Attackers run forward and Side Step the defenders
in the centre and continue on

Attackers Side Step the defender, bounce and kick
for a score.
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Basic Drill

The Roll
Key Points
1. Right foot forward beside opponents left
shoulder, ball on the left
2. Engage in Side to Side charge
3. Place left foot on the ground, switch ball to
right side
4. Accelerate away
Head - Hands – Feet

Grid Roll

STEP - Vary the activity
Vary Space

Players in turn move around the grid and practice
the Roll technique

Vary Task

Vary Equipment

Vary Players

Intermediate Drill

Intermediate Drill

Dancing Feet

Tackle Bag Roll

One from each pair run to the centre and perform
the Roll at each marker

Players in turn jog through the formation
performing the Roll at each tackle bag

Game Play Drill

Game Play Drill

Roll and Shoot

2v2

Attackers use the Roll to get past the defender and
then shoot for a score

Attackers must perform the Roll in the grid before
shooting
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Basic Drill

Side to Side Charge
Key Points
1. Move into position alongside opponent
2. One foot on the ground, arm in tight
3. Shift body weight towards opponent
4. Ensure contact is shoulder to shoulder or
hip to hip
Head - Hands – Feet

Imitation Charge

STEP - Vary the activity
Vary Space

Each players steps towards each other an
performs the Side to Side charge on the whistle

Vary Task

Vary Equipment

Vary Players

Intermediate Drill

Advanced Drill

Tackle Bag Charge

Charge and Lift

Players in turn jog through the formation
practicing the Side to Side charge

Coach rolls the ball for players to run on and
contest using the Side to Side Charge

Fun Game

Game Play Drill

Charge Zone

One on One

Defenders and attackers enter the grid where
defenders use the Side to Side charge on the
attacker

Attacker attempts to get past the defenders and
score, while defenders use the Side to Side charge
on them
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HURLING
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Basic Drill

Ground Strike
Key Points
1. Adopt the ready position. Feet shoulder width
apart

2. Slide the non-dominant hand into the lock
position. Bend the elbows to raise the Hurley

3. Swing the Hurley down. Strike the sliotar flat on
with the bas

4. Keep the head down. Follow through in the
direction of the strike

Imaginary Striking

Head - Hands – Feet
Players strike an imaginary ball in front of them.
STEP - Vary the activity
Vary Space
Vary Equipment

Vary Task
Vary Players
Intermediate Drill

Basic Drill

Striking in Pairs: Accuracy
Players in pairs, one sliotar per pair. Players strike
the sliotar through the goal to their partner.

Tyre Strike
Players in pairs, one tyre per pair. Each pair in turn
strikes the tyre.

Modified Game
Fun Game

Golf Goals

Four Goal Game

Mark out a course. Players to strike in turn
through the goals and around the course.

Place 4 goals – 1 in each corner of the pitch.
Teams attack and defend two sets of the goals.
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Basic Drill

Dribble
Key Points
1. Adopt the Ready Position
2. Non-dominant hand, placed down the handle of
the hurley
3. Alternate sides
4. Progress to one hand
Head - Hands – Feet
STEP - Vary the activity
Vary Space
Vary Equipment

Out and Back

Vary Task

Dribble out to the far cone and back in turn.

Vary Players

Basic Drill

Advanced Drill

Signal and Turn 1

Opposition Tussle

Change Direction when signaled by the coach.

1 player dribbles, 1 player tries to flick the ball.

Fun Game

Modified Game

Fill the Circle

Dribble and Score

Players dribble the ball into the circle as fast as
possible.

Dribble and pass using the ground strike. Dribble
the ball over the line to score.
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Basic Drill

Roll Lift
Key Points
1. Place the non-dominant foot beside the sliotar. Bend the
hips and knees bringing the head over the ball
2. Toe of the Hurley should be pointed away from the
body. Thumbs point towards the bas
3. Roll the sliotar towards the body and slide the toe of the
Hurley underneath to lift it
4. Release the non-dominant hand from the Hurley in a
cupped position. Allow the ball to fall into it

Stationary Roll Lift

Head - Hands – Feet

Players in pairs. Each player roll lifts the ball for 1
minute.

STEP - Vary the activity
Vary Space
Vary Equipment

Vary Task
Vary Players

Intermediate Drill

Intermediate Drill

Zig-Zag Roll Lift
Agility Roll Lift
Players must roll lift the sliotar and change
direction placing the sliotar at the next cone

Players must roll lift at each cone in turn.

Fun Game

Fun Game

Grid Swap

Musical Chairs

Mark out two grids. Players must transfer sliotars
from one grid to next using roll lift

Scatter sliotars throughout grid. On a signal
players must roll lift the nearest sliotar.
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Basic Drill

Jab Lift
Key Points
1. Adopt the lifting position. Eyes on the sliotar
2. Toe of the Hurley pointing away from the body
on the dominant side. Thumbs pointing towards
bas
3. Slide the Hurley under the sliotar to lift it
4. Release the non-dominant hand into a cupped
position to catch the sliotar
Head - Hands – Feet

Move and Jab Lift

STEP - Vary the activity
Vary Space
Vary Equipment

Jog forward and jab lift the ball, continue on and
drop the ball at the next marker.

Vary Task
Vary Players

Intermediate Drill

Advanced Drill

Chase and Lift

Jab lift with Opposition

Throw the ball in front, jog on and jab lift before it
stops moving

A runs forward to jab lift the ball while B provides
shadow opposition

Fun Game

Modified Game

Grid Swap

Musical Chairs

Jab lift each ball and transfer it to the second grid
in turn. The quickest team wins.

Players move to the nearest ball on the whistle.
Player without a ball leaves the grid
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Intermediate Drill

Solo Run
Key Points
1. Point the Hurley forward, with the bas flat and
the toe pointing away from body on the dominant
side
2. Toss the sliotar onto the bas on the Hurley.
Place nondominant hand along the
handle for balance
3. Move forward balancing or hopping the sliotar
4. To help control the Hurley, use a shortened grip
Head - Hands – Feet

Solo and Pass

STEP - Vary the activity
Vary Space
Vary Equipment

Players solo and hand pass either from the hand or
off the Hurley.

Vary Task
Vary Players

Intermediate Drill

Intermediate Drill

Zig Zag Solo

Through the Middle

Players solo around the cones and hand pass to
the next player

Players solo through the middle and had pass the
sliotar to players from the group opposite.

Fun Game

Modified Game

Grid Swap

On the Run

Mark out two grids. Players must transfer sliotars
from one grid to next using the solo run

Divide into 2 teams. Teams score by soloing the
sliotar over their opponent’s endline.
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Basic Drill

Strike from Hand
Key Points
1. Toss the sliotar from the cupped hand to
shoulder height. Keep eyes on the sliotar
2. Slide the non-dominant hand into the Lock
position, bending the elbows to raise the Hurley
3. Step forward with the lead foot and swing the
Hurley downward. Strike the sliotar at knee height
4. Transfer the body weight to the non-dominant
leg as the swing is completed
Head - Hands – Feet

Striking in Pairs: Accuracy

STEP - Vary the activity
Vary Space

Players are in pairs. Strike the sliotar through the
gate. Strike off dominant and non-dominant sides.

Vary Task

Vary Equipment

Vary Players

Intermediate Drill

Intermediate Drill

Strike and Move

Strike and Score

Strike on the run to stationary partner.

Players run through the gate and strike for a score.

Fun Game

Fun Game

Hit the Cones

Keep Ball

Players strike the sliotar to attempt to knock over
the targets.

Players in pairs in each part of the grid. Teams
keep possession by striking the sliotar to each
other.
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Handpass

Basic Drill

Key Points
1. Hold the Hurley in the dominant hand with the
sliotar in the non-dominant hand
2. Toss the sliotar to shoulder height; step towards
the receiver with the dominant foot
3. Swing back the non-dominant arm; strike the
sliotar in the direction of the receiver. Point of
impact is where fingers meet palm of the hand

Pass in Pairs

4. Follow through to pass the sliotar to the receiver
Head - Hands – Feet

Hand Pass the ball to your partner who hand
passes it back.

STEP - Vary the activity
Vary Space

Vary Task

Vary Equipment

Vary Players

Intermediate Drill

Intermediate Drill

Pressure Pass

Move and Pass II

Central player must take and return a Hand Pass
from the other two players

Players handpass the ball over and back to one
another and continue to opposite cone.

Fun Game

Modified Game

Possession Hand Pass

Captain Ball

Team A, retain possession by Hand Passing B tries
to gain possession by interception

One player acts as goal receiver. Score by Hand
Passing the ball to the goal receiver
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Basic Drill

Chest Catch
Key Points
1. Adopt the Ready Position
2. Release non-dominant hand
3. Move to meet the ball
4. Cushion the ball on impact between chest and
cupped hand
Head - Hands – Feet

Partner Catch

STEP - Vary the activity
Vary Space

Throw the ball for partner to catch

Vary Task

Vary Equipment

Vary Players

Intermediate Drill

Intermediate Drill

Move and Catch

Move to Catch

Players move to receive the ball from their partner
while moving across the field

B runs to catch the ball A throws.

Fun Game

Fun Game

Keep Ball

Beat the Circle

No hurley; Players maintain possession by
throwing the ball for a team mate to chest catch.

Team A throws the ball around the circle while
Team B runs around the circle in relay
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Basic Drill

Controlling Moving Ball
Key Points
1. Adopt the lifting position for low ball or move
hurley to intercept the ball if it is in the air.
2. Hold the Hurley at an angle to deflect the ball
towards the body.
3. Release the non-dominant hand to catch
Head - Hands – Feet

Move and Control

STEP - Vary the activity
Vary Space

Move to the ball, control it and return it

Vary Task

Vary Equipment

Vary Players

Intermediate Drill

Advanced Drill

Centre and Control

Opposed Control

Players on the outside in turn strike the ball for
the centre player to control and return

Second player provides shadow opposition to
centre player controlling the ball

Fun Game

Modified Game

Control and Strike Relay

Piggy in the Middle

Players move the ball up and down the line

Player in the middle attempts to block the ball
while outside players pass and control
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Basic Drill

Batting
Key Points
1. Position the Hurley above the head; slide the
non-dominant hand to meet the dominant hand at
the top of the handle

2. Thumbs facing the bas of the Hurley; the toe
facing away from the body on the dominant side

3. Eyes on the sliotar, tilt the Hurley back as the
sliotar approaches

4. If necessary, jump to meet the sliotar at its
highest point

Imaginary Batting

Head - Hands – Feet

Players perform the bat on an imaginary sliotar.
STEP - Vary the activity
Vary Space
Vary Equipment

Vary Task
Vary Players

Basic Drill

Intermediate Drill

Batting in pairs

Attack and Bat

Players in pairs. Players throw the sliotar for their
partner to bat it back.

Player A throws the sliotar for Player B to attack
and bat. Player C catches.

Fun Game

Fun Game

Batting Volleyball
Target Bat

Two teams. Teams attempt to bat the sliotar into
their opponent’s court. A score is awarded if the
sliotar hits the ground

In rotation, perimeter players throw the sliotar for
the central player to bat.
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Basic Drill

Hook
Key Points
1. Hold the Hurley in the dominant hand. Extend
the arm while striding forward

2. Extend the Hurley into the path
of an opponents swing. The Hurley may be held
with the toe pointing upwards or flat

3. Flick the wrist as the opponents Hurley is
deflected

4. Move in quickly to gain possession
Swing and Hook

Head - Hands – Feet

Player B strikes an imaginary sliotar while Player A
attempts to hook

STEP - Vary the activity
Vary Space

Vary Task

Vary Equipment

Vary Players

Intermediate Drill

Intermediate Drill

Chase and Hook II
Chase and Hook I

Player B throws sliotar randomly on the ground.
Player A hooks

Player B attempts to strike sliotar. Player A hooks

Fun Game

Modified Game

A Race Against Time
One on One

Scatter sliotars around playing area. In pairs, one
player tries to strike each sliotar; partner tries to
hook

Attacking players try to dribble towards goal and
score. Defending players chase and try to hook
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Basic Drill

Shoulder Clash
Key Points
1. Move towards the sliotar in ready position.
2. Move to lock position, eyes on the ball.
3. Get shoulder to shoulder or hip to hip with one
foot on the ground
4. Use a 2-handed wristy action to swing.
Head - Hands – Feet

Roll and Block

STEP - Vary the activity
Vary Space

Players roll the ball for their partner to stop.
Alternate the rolls.

Vary Task

Vary Equipment

Vary Players

Intermediate Drill

Intermediate Drill

Jog and Clash

Zig-Zag Clash

Each pair jogs forward and clashes on each ball in
sequence

Pairs run around each cone and clash on each ball
in the centre in sequence

Fun Game

Modified Game

A Race Against Time

Skill Point Game

Pairs run through the grid clashing on each ball.
Player who strikes the most balls wins

3pts for a goal, 2pts for a successful Shoulder
Clash
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Basic Drill

Frontal Ground Block
Key Points
1. Adopt the ready position.
2. Release the non-dominant hand.
3. Step into the tackle with the dominant foot
4. Extend the dominant arm to right angle with
hurley, blocking opponents hurley at point of strike
Head - Hands – Feet
STEP - Vary the activity
Vary Space

Contact Block

Vary Task

Vary Equipment

No ball; Players jog forward and attempt to block
the coach’s swing

Vary Players

Intermediate Drill

Intermediate Drill

Partner Block

Zig-Zag Block

Player B attempts to block Player A when striking
the ball

Players contest each ball after running around the
cones.1 player strike, 1 player block

Fun Game

Modified Game

Defend the Cone

Piggy in the Middle

Centre player moves to block outer players in turn,
returning around centre cone each time.

Player in the middle attempts to block the outer
players playing the ball
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Basic Drill

Stopping a Sliotar on the Ground
Key Points
1. Adopt the ready position
2. Move into blocking position on side or lifting
position in middle.
3. Keep legs together to block the sliotar if missed
by the hurley.
Head - Hands – Feet

Roll and Block

STEP - Vary the activity
Vary Space

Players roll the ball for their partner to stop.
Alternate the rolls.

Vary Task

Vary Equipment

Vary Players

Intermediate Drill

Intermediate Drill

Run to Block

Turn and Block

Player A rolls the ball for Player B to run out and
stop it.

Corner Players in turn roll the ball for the centre
player to block and return it.

Fun Game

Fun Game

Pass the Guards

Piggy in the Middle

Players A and C, strike the ball to each other, while
Player B tries to stop the ball.

Player in the middle tries to stop the ball as the
outer players pass it around.
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Basic Drill

Ground Flick
Key Points
1. Move towards the sliotar in the ready position
2. Stay close to opponent. Release non-dominant
hand.
3. Flick the ball away using a wristy action
4. Stay close to avoid follow through
Head - Hands – Feet
STEP - Vary the activity
Vary Space
Vary Equipment

Ground Flick Dribble

Vary Task

Players move the ball around the grid with the
dominant hand on the hurley

Vary Players

Basic Drill

Advanced Drill

Stand and Flick

Roll and Flick

Move to each marker where Player B tries to flick
the ball away from Player A

Coach throws the ball, both players run after it
Player A tries to flick it ahead of Player B who tries
to strike it.

Fun Game

Modified Game

Keep Ball

One on One

One player keeps possession the other tries to flick
the ball away while avoiding the other pairs

The Attackers dribble towards goal, the defenders
give chase and attempt to flick the ball
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Basic Drill

Overhead Catch
Key Points
1. Move towards the sliotar. Eyes on the sliotar
2. Release the non-dominant hand and extend it
above the head

3. Raise the Hurley above the head to protect the
catching hand. The cupped hand protects the
oncoming sliotar

4. Relax the hand on impact, catching the sliotar
with the fingers
Head - Hands – Feet

Partner Catch

STEP - Vary the activity
Vary Space
Vary Equipment

Players are in pairs. Each player throws the sliotar
for their partner to catch overhead.

Vary Task
Vary Players

Intermediate Drill

Advanced Drill

Move and Catch

Opposed Catch

Players in pairs. Player A throws the sliotar for
Player B to catch.

Player A throws the sliotar for Player B to catch.
Player C provides opposition.

Fun Game

Game Play Routine

Captain Ball

One on One

One player from each team acts as goal receiver.
To score players must throw for receiver to catch
overhead

Players are in pairs. Coach throws the sliotar for
Player A to catch and attempt to score. Player B
provides opposition
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Basic Drill

Overhead Strike
Key Points
1. Focus on the flight and pace of the ball
2. Move under the ball as it drops
3. Move to the lock position
4. Use a wristy action to strike the ball
Head - Hands – Feet

Stand and Strike
STEP - Vary the activity
Vary Space

Player A throws the ball for Player B to strike
overhead to Player C, who plays it back to Player A
to repeat

Vary Task

Vary Equipment

Vary Players

Intermediate Drill

Advanced Drill

Opposed Strike
Move and Strike

Second player in the middle provides shadow
opposition to the other player

Player A throws the ball for Player B to move and
strike overhead to Player C

Modified Game

Fun Game

No Mans Land

Skill Point Game

Objective is to strike the ball into the opponent’s
section. No catching allowed

3pts for a goal and 2pts for striking the Ball
Overhead successfully.
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Basic Drill

Overhead Block
Key Points
1. Adopt the ready position.
2. Release the non-dominant hand.
3. Step into the tackle with the dominant foot
4. Extend the dominant arm to right angle with
hurley, blocking opponents hurley at point of strike
Head - Hands – Feet
STEP - Vary the activity
Vary Space

Block in Pairs

Vary Task

Vary Equipment

Throw the ball for partner to Block Overhead

Vary Players

Intermediate Drill

Intermediate Drill

Block and Pass

Move and Block

Player A, throws the ball up for Player B to block,

Player A, throws the ball up for Player B to block
and hand pass to Player C, who throws for Player
D and so on

control and strike to Player C, rotate and repeat.

Fun Game

Modified Game

Block Ball

Skill Point Game

Aim is to Block and catch the ball once struck into
your section of the court.

3pts for a goal, 2pts for blocking a Ball into the
hand successfully
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Basic Drill

Frontal Block
Key Points
1. As the opponent throws the sliotar up, bend into
the tackle as if lunging. Reach forward sliding the
non-dominant hand towards the dominant hand
2. Both thumbs face the Hurley bas with the toe
facing towards the dominant side
3. As the opponent strikes, block down firmly on
the sliotar and their Hurley
4. The block can be performed with one hand;
stride forward with the dominant leg to increase
reach

Contact Block
Players line up and block the strike of the coach.

Head - Hands – Feet
STEP - Vary the activity
Vary Space
Vary Equipment

Vary Task
Vary Players

Intermediate Drill

Basic Drill

Turn and Block

Hit the Target

Blocking Player turns to block each player in turn.

Player A strikes to Player B. Player C attempts to
block the strike to Player D.

Fun Game

Game Play Routine

Chase and Block

Grid Block
One pair in each part of the grid. Players try to
keep possession by striking the sliotar to each
other. Opponents attempt to block

Players are in pairs. Player A moves around the
cone and attempts to score. Player B attempts to
block.
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Basic Drill

Doubling Back
Key Points
1. Move towards the ball in the ready position
2. Slide the non-dominant hand into Lock Position
3. Eyes on ball. Swing down to connect with the
ball in line with lead foot.
4. Head down, follow through in direction of target
Head - Hands – Feet
STEP - Vary the activity
Vary Space
Vary Equipment

Goal Strike

Vary Task

Double on the ball and try to score on your
partner

Vary Players

Advanced Drill

Basic Drill

Wall Ball
Centre and Double

Strike the ball off the wall for next player to
double on.

Player in the middle doubles on the ball struck in
by outside players in turn.

Fun Game

Fun Game

Wall Ball

Clear the Circle

1v1 or 2v2 players attempt to score on opponent
by doubling on the ball in turn.

Players in the circle double on the ball to keep the
circle clear
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Spot and Fix Coaching
During coaching there are a lot of opportunities to help develop players; one of the best ways to
do this is to SPOT faults in a player’s technique and FIX the faults before they become bad
habits.
FOOTBALL
SKILL
COMMON FAULTS
CATCH

POSSIBLE CAUSES

SUGGESTED
CORRECTIONS
1. Coach the player
how to make ‘the
basket’ for the body
catch.

Body/Low Catch
Player makes the
ground to catch the
ball but seems to
always reach and
miss.

1. Arms are too wide
apart and ball drops
through

2. Poor Timing, the
player leans forward
to catch the ball with
long arms.

2. Coach the player to
take an extra step to
meet the ball to stop
player having to lean
forward for the catch.

High Catch
Player tends to pat the
ball down rather than
attempt an overhead
Catch.

1. The player is trying
to take the sting out
of the ball in flight.

SKILL

COMMON FAULTS

POSSIBLE CAUSES

PUNT
KICK

Football is kicked high
in the air instead of
over a distance.

1. Player has his/her
‘toe up’ when kicking.

1. Coach the player
how to make the ‘W’
shape with fingers of
two hands, practice
with a lobbed ball first.
Always make sure
football size is
appropriate to age
level.
SUGGESTED
CORRECTIONS
1. Coach player to kick
with toe down rather
than toe up.

Poorly directed kickskews off target.

2. Player is leaning
back as he/she kicks
the ball.

2. Coach the player to
watch the ball all the
way down to the point
where it strikes his/her
foot (better balance).

3. Player is holding
the ball with long
arms; the ball is too
far from the body.

3. Coach how to carry
the ball closer and let it
drop rather than throw
it out.

1. Player is kicking
with the outside edge
of his/her boot.

1. Coach how to kick
off the laces and follow
through towards target.
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SKILL

COMMON FAULTS

SOLO
RUN

Player drops ball to
foot but kicks ahead
rather than back to
hand.

Player seems to
skip/hop when toe
tapping on the run.

2. Player’s standing
foot is planted away
from the target.
POSSIBLE CAUSES
1. Player is using a
‘toe down’ method
when kicking the ball.

2. Coach how to plant
standing foot directly at
the target.
SUGGESTED
CORRECTIONS
1. Coach the player
how to kick with a toe
pointed up method.

2. Player is holding
the ball too far from
his/her body.

2. Coach the player to
hold the ball closer to
the body (a bent elbow
helps).

1. Check to see if the
player is throwing the
ball into the air and
waiting for it to drop
to his/her foot.

1. Coach how to let the
ball roll off the fingers
to the foot. Controlling
it will then be easier.

2. Player may be
trying to return the
ball from the foot to
hand by bending the
knee and hopping to
help kicking foot to
reach the ball.

2. Coach how to keep
the kicking leg straight
as it strikes the ball,
locked knees no bend.

SUGGESTED
CORRECTIONS
1. Use correct size
footballs for age group,
or use a lighter ball
until correct technique
is conquered.

SKILL

COMMON FAULTS

POSSIBLE CAUSES

FIST

Player seems to get
little or no distance or
accuracy when
attempting the fist pass
or fisted score.

1. Check the football
size- is it the right
size/weight for the
age group.

2. Player may be
striking the ball off
his/her fingers or
knuckles.

3. Player may be
swinging his/her arm
in a round house
fashion.
4. Player may be
throwing the ball into
the air before striking
it.
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2. Coach how to fist
using the fleshy part of
the fist at the base of
the thumb and near
the wrist.
3. Coach how to swing
arm close to side of
the body and through
the ball.
4. Coach how to fist
the ball off the holding
hand while it rests
there.

SKILL

COMMON FAULTS

POSSIBLE CAUSES

LIFT

Player slows up and
appears awkward or
unsure when
approaching the ball.

1. Player shortens
stride in an attempt to
get feet in the right
position for the lift.

Player gets in position
but misses the first
attempt at the lift.

1. Hands are too far
1. Coach how to reach
apart or by the side of in front of the ball and
the ball.
make a scoop with
hands tight together
and fingers spread.

HURLING
SKILLS

COMMON FAULTS

POSSIBLE CAUSES

Ground
Strike

Player loses balance
easily.

Player’s feet are too
close together.

Player goes to strike
the ball but keeps
missing or poor
contact with the ball.

Player is reaching for
a ball too far away or
not in the correct
position

Coach players that the
boss of hurley should
be beside sliotar when
player standing
upright.

Ground
Strike on
the Run

Player pauses to strike
the ball.

Player shortens stride
in an attempt to get in
the right position to
strike the ball.

Coach the player to
run through the strike,
place the lead foot in
line with the ball and
trailing foot behind
lead foot for balance.

SKILLS

COMMON FAULTS

POSSIBLE CAUSES

Player attempts to
catch the ball but the
ball bounces off them
onto the ground.

Failing to relax the
chest on impact, ball
bounces.

Chest
Catch

SUGGESTED
CORRECTIONS
1. Coach the player
how to make the last
stride into the ball a
long one. This will help
maintain speed and
give a solid base from
which to drive off.

SUGGESTED
CORRECTIONS
Coach the player to
adopt ready position,
feet shoulder width
apart, ball between
feet.

SUGGESTED
CORRECTIONS
Player waits on the ball Not moving to the ball Coach player to move
to come to them.
to receive it between the ball and receive
the chest and cupped between the chest and
hand.
cupped hand.
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Coach the player to
inhale on impact,
cushioning the ball
between chest and
hand.

SKILLS

COMMON FAULTS

POSSIBLE CAUSES

SUGGESTED
CORRECTIONS
Coach player to keep
non-dominant hand
down the hurley.

Dribbling

Player has poor
control.

The player is locking
their hands.

Player Keeps striking
over the top of the
sliotar.

The players hurley is
being held too high
from the ground

Coach the Player to
place the heel of the
hurley on the ground
before performing the
technique.

SKILLS

COMMON FAULTS

POSSIBLE CAUSES

Frontal
Block

Player is too far from
the tackle, not getting
a block in.

The player is not
stepping into the
tackle.

SUGGESTED
CORRECTIONS
It could be a
confidence issue,
coach the player to
Swivel on the nondominant foot and step
into tackle.

The player is
Stepping into tackle
with opposite hand
and leg.

Coach the player to
hold hurley in
dominant hand and
step in with the
dominant foot. Extend
arm to prevent a hurley
sliding up.

Hook

Player doesn’t get
close enough to
perform a hook on the
opposition.

The player doesn’t
stride into the tackle
or extend their hurley
enough.

Coach the player to
extend the hurley into
the path of the
opponents swing.

SKILLS

COMMON FAULTS

POSSIBLE CAUSES

Shoulder
Clash

Player is not getting
into the proper position
for the clash.

Player isn’t stepping
close enough to
opposition player.

SUGGESTED
CORRECTIONS
Coach the player to
ensure that their
shoulder and hip make
contact with
opponents.

Player is performing an Players hands are not Coach the player to
incomplete back
locked together or
adopt the lock position
swing.
swinging to slowly.
and use a quick wristy
action to swing for the
ball.
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U8-U12 Football Drills
Warm Up 1
Every player brings a ball into the circle and leaves it on the ground. Players jog around the
circle and on the whistle they must get to a ball and touch it with two hands in block position.
(Repeat 6-8 times).
Progression: Increase the pace for 30 seconds and after touching a ball players must run
around one of the outside cones before they can touch the next ball. Check for scores and
repeat while encouraging players to better their previous score.
Competition: Remove one ball from the circle. Players jog outside the circle and on the whistle
must enter the circle and practice the block with the stationary ball. The player without the ball is
eliminated.
Warm Up 2
Players are put into pairs, one player bounces the ball the other player must perform a block
when the ball is bouncing upwards. (Repeat 6-8 times and then swap)
Progression: Get the bouncer to stand 2-3m from the blocker. When the ball is bounced the
blocker must step into the ball and perform the block.
Bouncer walks around the circle continually bouncing the ball and the blocker tries to get as
many blocks as possible.
Competition: The bouncer continues to bounce the ball but this time they are trying to get away
from the blocker and make it hard for them to make the blocks, run for 30 seconds and swap
roles.
Can also progress to doing a solo instead of bouncing, to make it competitive half the group
must solo inside the circle while the other half must block. When a player is blocked down they
leave the circle.
Warm Up 3
Each player has a ball and is moving randomly around the grid bouncing and soloing (stop any
running around in circles). On the whistle players must swap the ball with a partner without the
ball touching the ground using a hand-pass (One player does a high hand-pass the other does
a hand-pass to the chest, let the players work out a method before giving them the solution)
Tag game, players are in pairs one player starts with the ball they must perform a task
(squat/solo/lunge) and then chase their partner within the grid and try to touch them with the
ball, no throwing the ball players must be close enough to touch whilst still holding the ball.
Once a player gets caught they must perform the task and try to catch the player, continue for
90 seconds, whoever finishes with the ball must perform a task such as 5 jump jacks, player
without the ball performs 3 jump jacks.
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Warm Up 4
Dynamic warm up incorporating dynamic movements such as;




Running, jumping, skipping, high knees, high heels etc.
Single leg hopping, focus on landing (Soft landing but strong, no knees falling inwards)
Animal movements such as bear crawl, crab walks bunny hops etc.

Zombie land tag game, players are within a grid, 2/3 players are on, they are on their hands
and feet on the ground, they must go around the grid trying to tag the free players on the
legs, once a player is tagged they become a zombie until every player is caught. (No knees
on the ground at any time)

Crouch Lift
Drill 1: Crouch Lift Straight Line Drill
Player runs out performs a crouch lift, drives forward and rounds the slalom pole taking 4 steps
and puts down the ball and joins the end of the line. The reason the ball is left down is so that
players are trained to think about their 4 steps straight away.

Drill 2: Crouch Lift Cross Drill
Players pick up the ball on the way through and leave down on the other side of the small
square and join the other line. Player is working on pick up and awareness of other players on
the way through traffic.
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Drill 3: Crouch Lift Match Simulation
Players are moving around the grid in all different directions all over the square and picking up a
football when they come across it. Encouraging players to take 4 steps every time they crouch
lift.

Match with scoring based on skills
Game with scores for every crouch lift as well as normal scoring.
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Punt Kick
Drill 1: Punt Kick Straight Line Drill
Perform a punt kick and follow pass to the far group.

Drill 2: Punt Kick Passing & Goal Scoring (Punt Kick to Shoot)
Punt kick to player at the cone, player receives the ball turns working on agility and shoots for
goal. Passer becomes shooter, shooter gathers ball and becomes passer.
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Drill 3: Punt Kick Match Simulation
Players in pairs, player in possession punt kicks the ball to his/her partner in one of the other
squares. Once the player in possession kicks the ball he/she must then move to the free
square.

Match with Scoring Based on Skills
Game with scores for every crouch lift and punt kick over 15m as well as normal scoring.
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Punt Kick – On the move
2 Players go at the same time (soloing) and meet at the centre of their L. Players kick the ball to
the player at the opposite cone once they get to the middle cone. Players should use both feet
when kicking the ball in this drill.

Hook Kick
Hook Kick – Over the Bar
Form a 20-30m diameter circle around a portable goals. Players jog around both sides of the
goals, each with a ball. On the whistle players get their shoulder to face the goals and using the
hook kick, kick the ball over the bar. Players must kick using both feet.
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Hook Kick – Find a Goal
Set out 8 goals using slalom poles. If the gates are wide place cones far apart between the
centre of the poles (One cone in front the other cone at the back of the goal). If goals are close
together, place the cones nearer the poles, cones must be the same colour as the poles.
Players are in pairs one player tries to hook kick the ball between the poles the other player
catches the ball and moves onto another goal repeating the same action.
Competition: First pair to get to 10 scores, but each time they must move to a different goal to
get a score.
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Around the Clock
Set up a 15m radius from the goals with the cones at 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4 & 3 O’ Clock. Players start
at 9 O’ Clock kicking with their right foot and work their way around the clock only progressing to
the next cone once they have score from the previous position. Repeat by starting at 3 O’ Clock
and kick with left foot. (If group is large half the players start at 9 and the other half start at 3)
Competition: Team competition to see which team is the quickest to reach 20/30/40 scores.

Circle Game
Set up two circles 50-60m diameter and 20-30m diameter. Play the game with any of the
following conditions.







Point for every score (Kick only)
No plays of the ball allowed other than a pass or shoot
No hand-pass allowed
Bonus points for a block
2 points for a score with weaker foot
Scores must be taken outside inner circle.
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The High Catch
Drill 1:
Players hold a football above head at the highest point possible. The players without the ball run
and catch the ball from the player holding it, take 4 steps, bounce the ball, stop and hold it over
their own head and wait for another player to catch their ball. Add in competition by seeing who
will be the first to catch 5 different footballs.
Drill 2
Moving around the grid randomly, throwing the ball up to a person who has indicated by calling
that they are ready to receive the ball. Add in a tackle, the tackle can only be made when
players are in possession of the ball and both are on the ground.
Drill 3
No Mans land, points are awarded for high catches.

No
Mans
Land

Drill 4
In pairs kicking the ball over a 20m distance to their partner, who tries to judge and catch the
ball at the highest point that the player can catch the ball at.

Drill 5
Match 3v3, 4v4 depending on numbers, set up two pitches if needed. Conditions such as one
hop one solo and there cannot be 2 consecutive hand-passes. This will increase the amount of
kicking. Award a point for a high catch.
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Near Hand Tackle
Divide the group into pairs, run in straight lines no change of direction allowed. Shoulder to
shoulder running/jogging in pairs over 30-40m.
1. Person soloing the ball with partner running alongside.
2. Player tackling is placing near hand across at waist/hip level NOT trying to tackle.
3. Repeating stage 2 but this time the tackler is trying to get a touch on the ball.
4. High intensity near hand tackle in pairs in all directions.

Divide group into small sided possession games within a grid (No goals, points for consecutive
hand-passes, 1 point for 10 consecutive hand-passes etc.).
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U8- U12 Hurling Drills
Warm Up 1
Dynamic warm up incorporating dynamic movements such as;




Running, jumping, skipping, high knees, high heels etc.
Single leg hopping, focus on landing (Soft landing but strong, no knees falling inwards)
Animal movements such as bear crawl, crab walks bunny hops etc.

Zombie land tag game, players are within a grid, 2/3 players are on, they are on their hands
and feet on the ground, they must go around the grid trying to tag the free players on the
legs, once a player is tagged they become a zombie until every player is caught. (No knees
on the ground at any time)
Introduce the ready position, lock and ground strike technique. Allow players to dribble the ball
around the grid and introduce some tacklers who are trying to dispossess.
Warm Up 2
Jail Break
Pick 2 catchers (Players wear bibs) and 2 ball carriers to start off. Catchers have 1 minute to tag
as many people as possible. If a player is tagged he/she must jog on outside of square and wait
to be freed. Ball carries must throw/hand-pass sliotar to the players that have been caught.
Once player receives sliotar he/she becomes the ball carrier and must run around a cone before
freeing somebody else. At the end of 30 seconds coach counts the players that have been
caught and who have not been freed.
Adaptations: Add in more/less catchers or ball carriers.
King of the Ring
Each player receives a sliotar inside the square. Players begin by dribbling the ball inside the
square. When the coach shouts “Speed Ball” players have to dribble the ball as fast as they can
inside the square without crashing into any of their team mates. Progression: Players are
allowed to knock each sliotars outside the square, if a player’s ball gets knocked out of the
square they are out. After a set time coach counts how many players are left inside the square.
Jab Lift
Each player has a sliotar inside the square, on the coaches whistle the player has 30 seconds
to jab lift the sliotar as many times as possible or coach can give players a target to try and
reach. On the coaches whistle players have 30 seconds to jab lift as many different sliotars as
possible. They jab lift their own sliotar to start then drop it and move on to a different sliotar.
Warm Up 3
Solo & Snig skills
Set up a grid 10m x 10m, choose 3 or 4 players to be on. Players who are on try to use the snig
technique (side flick) to knock the ball away. The other players have a ball and solo around the
area. Progressions: reduce the size of the playing area or ask each player to bounce the ball on
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the hurl when soloing. Adaptations: increase the size of the playing area or get the players who
are on to use their hand to practice the snig technique.
Ground Strike
Over the River
Divide the group into two teams, ground strike only. Each group tries to keep the ball moving
over the middle line (The River). Players cannot cross over the river and must remain on their
own side. Every time the ball crosses over the river the team is allowed to touch the ball twice
but only once per player. Points are awarded if the ball crosses the end line of the opposite grid.
Progression: Less touches allowed.
Adaptation: Shorten the distance between the end-line and the river. Increase amount of
touches allowed.
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Multiple Goals
Divide the players into two teams, ground hurling only. Set up multiple goals with the middle
goal being the narrowest and both teams on opposite sides of the goals in small groups at
designated cones. First player from each group attempts to ground strike the sliotar through the
goals. After a player shoots he/she returns to the back of the group. The player on the opposite
team stops the ball attempts to strike the ball back through the goal and the cycle continues. A
score of 1 for the wider goals and 2 for the narrowest goal is awarded. Progression: Narrow the
goals and increase the striking distance. Adaptation: shorten striking distance, widen the goals.
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Triangle Game
Divide the players into small sided teams. Each team tries to score in the opposition’s triangle.
The score can be achieved by hitting the ball through the triangle from any side. The game
continues at all times and does not stop after scores. Ground hurling only. A second sliotar can
be added in and in extra triangles to create other goals. Progression: limit the number of
touches each player can take.

Dribbling
Over and Back
Mark out a large square and divide the players into 4 equal groups and assign a side of the
square to each group. On the coaches call players have to dribble the ball over to the opposite
side and back as fast as possible. Assign each group a side of the square, a number, colour,
fruit etc. These will be the cues to each group to go. Multiple groups can be called to action to
increase traffic.
Progression: Add mines into the playing field (cones) or designated tacklers to make it more
difficult to navigate a path over and back. Tacklers must stay in designated area (Hoops) and
cannot leave it but can stretch to tackle players.
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Jab Lift
Drill 1- Jab Lift on the move
Place 2 cones and 2 markers in a line over approximately 10-15m, divide the players into equal
groups one positioned at each of the outer cones. Place a ball at each marker in the middle.
The front player in the line nearest the ball jogs forward to jab lift the ball and continuing forward
place the ball at the next marker for the next player opposite to repeat the drill. The players
continue to the end of the opposite line. Challenge: How many jab lifts can each team do in one
minute?

Drill 2- Grid Swap
Divide the players into equal teams. Mark out four grids 5m x 5m, with a distance of 5m
between each grid. Each team is assigned two grids. Place the same number of balls in each of
the near grids. The first player in each team job lifts each ball in turn and transfers it to the other
grid. Each player in turn transfers the balls in the opposite direction. The team who completes
the drill in the quickest time wins.
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Drill 3- Musical chairs
Mark out a 13m x 13m grid. Ten players and 10 balls are positioned randomly throughout the
grid. The players jog slowly around the grid. On the whistle, the players move to the nearest ball
to jab lift it into their hand. One ball is taken away and the game continues. On the next whistle,
the player who fails to jab lift a ball leaves the game. Continue until only one player left, players
may compete for the ball.
Strike from the Hand
Drill 1- Goal to Goal
Divide the players into pairs with one ball per pair, mark out a goal area for each player using
cones. Players strike the ball to their partners or strike for goal. Players should practice striking
from both the dominant and non-dominant side. When playing goal to goal count how many
shots each player scores on their partner.

Drill 2- Strike and Score
Place two cones on the 20m line, 20m to each side of the goal. Place two more cones 1m apart,
between the outer cones and the goal. The players line up behind one of the outer cones and
strikes for a point on the 13m line. The players should run directly for goal once they pass
through the inner cones. Repeat the drill from either side recording how many times players
score.
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Hurling Rounders
Field game with batters and fielders, for beginners, batters can throw up and strike the ball.
After the ball is struck, the batter runs out around the cones as many times as possible before
fielders retrieve the ball. The ball must be touched off the base the batter is running to or else
the home base for the batter to be out. If fielders make a clean catch with one hand that batter
is out. After a set number of turns change the batters and fielders or after a certain number of
people are out. To increase difficulty, one of the fielders must throw the ball for the batter to
strike.

Solo & Snig Technique
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Solo & Snig Technique
Drill 1- Through the Channel
Set up the area as shown below. Divide the players into two groups e.g. forwards and backs.
Get the forwards to line up behind cone A and backs behind cone B. All forwards have a ball
and the backs must defend the channel. Forwards must try and solo around the defender, while
the backs dispossess the ball by using the snig technique. Progressions: Change the channel
size, reduce the width and increase the length. 2 defenders V 2 forwards. Adaptations: increase
the width of the channel.

Defenders

Forwards

Drill 2- Around the World (Solo & Snig technique while moving)
Set up the playing area as shown below; divide the players into two teams. One team starts with
the ball. One team must move the ball around the four areas without being dispossessed. The
opposite team must try to dispossess using the snig technique. Progressions: two defenders V’s
two forwards or each player must try and take on their marker each time. Adaptations: Increase
the size of the channel.
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Drill 3- Over the River
To practice solo to find a better field position in a match situation. Set up the playing area as
shown below. Pair off players to mark one another. In order to take a shot the ball can be
soloed through the river. A player can then pass the ball or shoot to score. The ball cannot be
struck from zone 1 to zone 2 over the river. Each player must follow their own opponent through
the river. Progressions: Include a scoring system to players who complete the snig technique
correctly. Tell each player they must pass before taking a shot. Include a scoring zone to
improve decision making in front of goal. Adaptations: include a no tackle zone when soloing.

Solo
Through

ZONE 1

RIVER

ZONE 2
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Drill 4- Slippery Snake
Set up playing area as shown below, to practice solo while keeping your head up. Divide the
group into two teams. One team starts with the ball. On the coaches call each team must run to
their zone that is called. Progressions: increase the numbers of cones and obstacles. Place two
defenders between the zones. Adaptations: reduce the distance players must solo or reduce the
number of cones/ obstacles.
ZONE 1

ZONE 2
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ZONE 3

Warm up
1. Players jog around the square randomly. Players perform various exercises such as
shuttle to the side, skipping, high knees, heel taps etc. Coach calls what exercise to
perform.
2. Introduce a couple of footballs/sliotars and players perform the hand-pass.
3. Players take a solo/jab lift and drop the ball for another player to pick up and repeats
action.
4. Players hand-pass the ball in the air for another player to perform a high catch.
5. On coaches demand players increase the pace at which they are moving.
6. Players dynamic stretch.

Movement/ Agility
Set up 4 stations and divide the group into four groups. Each group performs each exercise 3
times before changing to the next station. Add in hand pass and high catch into the stations to
make sports specific.
1. Ladders- Fast feet
2. Poles at angles-Focus on planting the foot and pushing off.
3. High hurdles – Jumps, knees come up towards chest
4. Zig zag cones- focus on planting the foot and pushing off.

Speed, Agility, Acceleration, Deceleration
Players start shoulder to shoulder. On the coaches call players sprint out, P1 sprints to the left,
P2 sprints to the right. P1 sprints and touches cone 2, sprints and touches cone 3, sprints back
and touches cone 2 and sprints out touches cone 4 and back around cone 3 to the end of the
line. P 2 sprints and touches cone 2, sprints and touches cone 5, sprints back and touches cone
2 and sprints out and touches cone 4 and back around cone 5 to the back of the line. Ensure
players alternate sequence each run.
4

3

2

P1

5

P2

Reaction, Speed, Agility
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Option 1: Players sprint out 10-15 metres, then the coach calls “left” or “right”. Players must
sprint out and around the correct cone and back to the end of the line.
Option2: Players sprint out 10 metres and touch the cone in the centre, couch calls left or right
and they must sprint and touch the correct cone and then return to the end of the line.
Option 1:

Option 2:
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The Activate GAA Warm-Up: Enhance Performance and Reduce Injury

Activate Warm Up available at: www.activate.sini.co.uk
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U14-Minor Football Drills
Focus on Hand/kick Pass and Catch
Players line up evenly behind each of the cones. Players at the Red cones hand passes ball to
the players at red cones going in one direction while on the way back players at blue cones
hand pass ball to the players at blue cones. To Advance this drill increase the distance
between the cones and introduce kick passing. Introduce a second/third ball.

Solo and Hand-pass
P2 starts with ball, P2 solos half way and hand-passes to P1 for high catch and takes up P1’s
position. P1 repeats P2’s actions. Incorporate first touch and high catch.
P3
P2

P3
P2

P1

P1

P3
P2

P1
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Hand-passing, Teamwork, Speed.
P1 hand-passes the ball to P2 and sprints across the line to P2’s cone and then back to their
own starting cone. P2 hand-passes to P3 and must sprint across the line to P3’s cone and back
to their own starting cone. P3 hand-passes to P4 and continues the sequence. All players must
be back at their starting position to continue the drill.

P4

P1

2

P2

5-10 metres
metres

P3

Soloing, Hand-passing, Kick Passing
Start with one ball, the player starting with the ball must solo and hand-pass to the second
group on their right (bypassing the immediate group on their right). Each player does this
bypassing the immediate group to their right. To advance the drill introduce in a second and
third ball. Encourage players to communicate with each other and to look up when going
through the middle. Introduce kick passing instead of hand-passing by increasing the distance
between cones.
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Support Play
Players are in groups of 4. Player 1 kick passes a diagonal ball to player 4, who moves towards
the ball, catches it and hand-passes it to player 3 who is running off the shoulder in support.
Player 3 kick passes a diagonal ball for player 2 who moves towards the ball, catches and
hand-passes to player 1 who is running off the shoulder in support. Player 1 then kick passes a
diagonal ball to player 4. Drill continues.
Players must make it back to their cones before the next ball arrives. Change roles after
3minutes.

P2

P1
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P4

Small Sided Game
Set out a pitch and divide it into three zones. Teams must get a certain amount of hand-passes
before they can score. Another option is that players must complete two hand-passes in each
zone before getting a score.
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Pass Sprint Solo
P2 starts with the ball in the middle, they must kick pass the ball to P1 and sprint after the pass
to receive a hand-pass from P1. P2 must then turn and solo back to middle cone and kick pass
the ball to P3 and again sprint and follow the pass to receive a hand-pass from P3. Drill
continues. Change after 1 minute.

P1

P3

P2
2

To focus on first touch control, player 1 and player 3 start with a ball each. Player 1 kick passes
to player 2 who moves to the ball, catches it and hand-passes the ball back. This sequence is
repeated as player 3 then kick passes the ball to player 2 who moves to the ball, catches it and
hand-passes back. Change players after 1 minute.

P1

P3

P2
2

Conditioned Game- Hand-pass
Divide the group into 2 teams or depending on numbers 4 teams. Teams must try and handpass up the pitch and into the goal. Add in rules such as one bounce/solo to encourage team
work and off the ball movement.
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Focus on Kick/hand Pass
One player behind Cone A and B, the rest of the players divide evenly between cones C and D.
Player at A hand passes the ball to the player running from cone C. Player C kick passes the
ball to the player at cone B and follows kick to cone B. The player at cone B hand passes to the
player running from cone D and then goes behind cone D. The player coming from cone D kick
passes to the player at cone A and follows kick to cone A and sequence is repeated. For hurling
substitute the kick pass with a strike from the hand.

C

D
A

B

Hand/kick passing & Support movement
Divide the players into two teams. Set up four different coloured squares within a large grid.
Players score by hand-passing the ball to a team mate who has moved into the square to
receive the ball. Increase distance between squares and replace hand-passing with kick
passing for scores

v
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Conditioned Game- Kick Passing
Divide the group into odd numbers i.e. a group of 9 would have one team of 5 and another team
of 4. The team of 5 must only kick pass or strike from the hand at all times. The team of 4 must
try to dispossess the team of 5 without tackling any of the players just shadowing and putting
the players under pressure. If the players are dispossessed the defenders must work the ball to
one of the end zones.

Small Sided Game
Divide the group into small sided teams. Conditioned game; players can’t solo/bounce the ball
they can only play the ball through a kick or hand-pass. Players can only score points but they
must be scored from outside the zone.
If needed zones can be marked out on the pitch and players must stay in their zone and may
not cross over into another zone. Accurate passing is essential and movement off the ball.
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Defending
There are three zones marked out in a grid, each zone has a defender. The players with the ball
must make it through the grid without being dispossessed by the defenders. Players with the
ball must play the ball and not travel or over carry.
At the start of the drill defenders can’t tackle the players but they can shadow and put pressure
on them. Defenders must stay in their own grid and can only tackle/shadow a player once they
have entered their grid area. A progression can be to allow defenders to tackle the players. No
fouling is essential make sure to call all fouls; if a player is fouled they may enter into the next
grid without being tackled by the defender or the defender who committed the foul may be put
on a timeout and must only shadow a player without tackling.

Backs V Forwards
Divide the group into defenders and attackers. The attackers facing away from the goal and
defenders facing towards the goal. Attackers start with the ball. When the coach signals the
attacker must try to beat the defender and get a score, but first they must travel to their
corresponding colour cone and turn, at the same time the defender must travel to their
corresponding colour cone and turn the defender tries to get a tackle/ a block in on the attacker.
It starts off as 1v1 but can be progressed to 2v2 etc.
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Focus on Defending/Attacking
Start with balls down at the side of the goal post and also at Cone A. If a goal keeper is
available have he/she start in goal, if not leave the goals open.
Divide the group into pairs. One player has the ball at cone A and other player stands at cone B
facing the player with the ball. The players exchange hand-passes, when the attacker receives
the ball back they must take on the player and try to score. If the player gets a score or misses
the defender picks up another ball at the goal posts and must try and work the ball out to Zone
A while the attacker tries to defend. Reaction is a key element it is important that when the
attacker takes their shot they are ready to defend. As soon as the attacker has taken their score
the defender picks up a ball immediately.
Focus on staying on the toes when defending and not to get caught flat footed, near hand tackle
and trying to get a block in or put the player under pressure, no fouls.
Progression of this drill would be to increase players to 2v2.

B

ZONE A
A
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Backs V Forwards
Divide the team into attackers and defenders. The coach starts the game by kicking the ball in
from the 45m line. Attackers play towards the goals while the backs play towards the gates on
the 45m line. Attackers get a score as normal and backs score each time they get the ball
through the gates. The play starts each time with the ball played in from the coach.

Focus on Attacking/Defending
Three attackers start with the ball a distance away from the goal. Two defenders start in front of
the goal. The attackers must attempt to beat the two defenders and score (use keeper if
available). Attackers change after each attempt and defenders change after three plays.
Communication and timing of runs off the shoulder is essential for attackers to create an overlap
on the defenders.
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Support Play and Defending the overlap
Divide the team into attackers and defenders. A feeder starts the game by kicking the ball to
one of the attackers and follows on to support the attacking players but the feeder cannot score
themselves. The play starts each time played in from the feeder at the blue cone.

Speed, Scoring, Defending and Goalkeeping.
P1 (Forward) sprints out and around cone A, P2 sprints out and around cone B. On the way
towards goal, the coach feeds P1 with ball. P1 heads for goal and P2 attempts to get a near
hand tackle in, goalie attempts to save. Switch roles of defender and forward after a couple of
minutes.

2

1

2

1

A

A

B
B
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Shooting Drill
1. The player at cone A feeds the player at cone B with ball, high, low or chest height. The
player at cone B catches the ball, turns and shoots over the bar without playing the ball. After 3
minutes shooting players reverse roles.
2. The player at cone B starts with the ball. The player at cone A sprints to receive a pass from
the player at cone B and kicks the ball over the bar. The player from cone A returns to starting
position. After 3 minutes shooting players reverse roles.
3. The player at cone B starts with the ball, they hand-pass to the player coming from cone A
then they move in to tackle the player coming from cone A. The Player coming from cone A is
trying to burst past the tackle and take the score. Object of drill is to improve striking under
pressure.

B

A

B

B

A
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Shooting, defending & Teamwork
Set out the pitch a below, goal posts in the centre with a circle around it. Divide the group into
two teams, half of team at the front side of the goal the other half at the back side of the goal.
Each player should have a marker. Teams must try score by shooting from outside the circle.
Before they can shoot they must get a certain amount of passes (3 consecutive hand-passes).
To advance this drill introduce the condition that a score can only be obtained if the shot goes
over the cross bar and is caught by a team mate. (No Goals just points!!).
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U14-Minor Hurling Drills
Solo and Hand-pass
P2 starts with sliotar, P2 solos half way and hand-passes to P1 for high catch and takes up P1’s
position. P1 repeats P2’s actions. Incorporate first touch and high catch.

P3
P2

P3
P2

P1

P1

P3
P2

P1

Hand-passing, Teamwork, Speed.
P1 hand-passes the ball to P2 and sprints across the line to P2’s cone and then back to their
own starting cone. P2 hand-passes to P3 and must sprint across the line to P3’s cone and back
to their own starting cone. P3 hand-passes to P4 and continues the sequence. All players must
be back at their starting position to continue the drill.

P4

P1

2

P2

5-10 metres
metres

P3
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Support Play
Players are in groups of 4. Player 1 strikes a diagonal sliotar to player 4, who moves towards
the sliotar, controls it and hand-passes it to player 3 who is running off the shoulder in support.
Player 3 strikes a diagonal sliotar for player 2 to controls sliotar and hand-passes to player 1
who is running off the shoulder in support. Player 1 then strikes a diagonal sliotar to player 4.
Drill continues.
Players must make it back to their cones before the next sliotar arrives. Change strikers after
3minutes.
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Hand-passing/Striking Catching
Players line up evenly behind each of the cones. Players at the Red cones hand passes ball to
the players at red cones going in one direction while on the way back players at blue cones
hand pass ball to the players at blue cones. To advance the drill introduce a second/third sliotar.
Replace hand-pass with air strike.
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Soloing & Hand-passing
Start with one sliotar, the player starting with the sliotar must solo and hand-pass the sliotar to
the second group on their right (bypassing the immediate group on their right). Each player
does this bypassing the immediate group to their right. To advance the drill introduce in a
second and third sliotar. Encourage players to communicate with each other and to look up
when going through the middle.

Ground Striking in 4’s
Each group in their own “lane”. P1 strikes the sliotar to P2, who doubles on the sliotar
accurately to P3. Players must keep the sliotar within their own lane. It is vital that players
control the power and direction of their strikes. “Two touches at the end; stop and strike, one in
the centre”.

P1

P2

P3

2
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P4

Ground Striking (Numerous Sliotars)
5 players in the middle of the circle, 15 players outside the circle. Players inside the circle must
keep sliotars out of the circle. Players outside must keep the sliotars inside the circle.

Strike Sprint Solo
P2 starts with the sliotar in the middle, they must strike the sliotar to P1 and sprint after the pass
to receive a hand-pass from P1. P2 must then turn and solo back to middle cone and strike the
sliotar to P3 and again sprint and follow the pass to receive a hand-pass from P3. Drill
continues. Change after 1 minute.

P1

P3

P2
2

To focus on first touch control, player 1 and player 3 start with a sliotar each. Player 1 strikes
the sliotar to player 2 who moves to the sliotar contols it and strikes back. This sequence is
repeated as player 3 then strikes the sliotar to player 2 who controls it and strikes back. Change
players after 1 minute.

P1

P3

P2
2
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Striking for a high catch
Players strike the ball within a line for the next player to perform a high catch, moving to the ball.
Player 1 to player 2, player 2 to player 3, player 3 to player 4 and finally player 4 to player 1.
Drill continues.

P1

P2

P4

P3

2

Striking on the move
One player behind Cone A and B, the rest of the players divide evenly between cones C and D.
Player at A hand passes the sliotar to the player running from cone C. Player C strikes the
sliotar to the player at cone B and follows pass to cone B. The player at cone B hand passes to
the player running from cone D and then goes behind cone D. The player coming from cone D
strikes to the player at cone A and follows pass to cone A and sequence is repeated.

C

D
A

B
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Tussle Contest
On the coach’s call or handsignal, P1 and P2 sprint to the sliotar and tussle for the ball, winner
has to get the sliotar into the hand. Can also number the players, players must react when their
number is called and tussle for the ball.
P1

P1

P1
2

P2

P2

P2

Speed Tussle
On the coaches call/handsignal, P1 and P2 sprint and contest the sliotar. Winner must get the
sliotar into the hand.
P1

P2
2
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Reaction and Speed
In pairs, P1 strikes the sliotar 10-15 metres away from P2 who must sprint out control the sliotar
and return to P1. Five quick sprints, reverse roles. Alternatively 30 seconds on 30 seconds rest.

Reaction,
P1 P2 Speed and First Touch Control

P1 sprints through the poles, when P1 gets to the last pole P2 strikes the sliotar to them. P1
must catch or control and solo out to take up P2’s position. P2 jogs to the end of the line. The
drill continues repeating the sequence.

P4

P2

P3 P1

Small Sided Game
Set out a pitch and divide it into three zones. Teams must get a certain amount of hand-passes
before they can score. Another option is that players must complete two hand-passes in each
zone before getting a score.
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Small Sided Game
Divide the group into small sided teams. Conditioned game; players can’t solo the sliotar they
can only play the ball through a strike or hand-pass. Players can only score points but they must
be scored from outside the zone.
If needed zones can be marked out on the pitch and players must stay in their zone and may
not cross over into another zone. Accurate passing is essential and movement off the ball.

Striking and Blocking
A player on each of the outside 4 corners, 2 players within a rectangle in the middle. The
players on the outside corner cones are working in partners diagonally. Player 1 solos
diagonally to cone 1 and strikes to sliotar to player 6. Player 3 attempts to block player 1 as they
strike the sliotar. Player 3 returns to the centre. Player 2 solos diagonally to cone 2 and strikes
to player 5, player 4 in the middle attempts to block the strike. The drill continues working from
the opposite side, Player 6 strikes to player 1 etc. Reverse roles after 2 minutes, 10 minutes in
total.

P2

P1

1

2
P3

P4

4

3

P5

P6
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Hooking and Striking
Players are in pairs, Player 2 Hand-passes the sliotar to Player 1, who turns and sprints to strike
the sliotar before passing the red cone, Player 2 follows the hand-pass and attempts to hook
Player 1. Once the player is hooked they go back to the end of the line and switch roles.

P1

P1

P1

P2

P2

P2

Shooting Drill
1. The player at cone A feeds the player at cone B with sliotar, high, low or chest height. The
player at cone B catches or controls the sliotar with one touch, turns and strikes over the bar
without playing the sliotar on the hurl. After 3 minutes shooting players reverse roles.
2. The player at cone B starts with the sliotar. The player at cone A sprints to receive a pass
from the player at cone B and strikes sliotar over the bar. The player from cone A returns to
starting position. After 3 minutes shooting players reverse roles.
3. The player at cone B starts with the sliotar, they hand-pass to the player coming from cone A
then they move in to tackle the player coming from cone A. The Player coming from cone A is
trying to burst past the tackle and take the score. Object of drill is to improve striking under
pressure.

B

A

B

B

A
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A

Backs V Forwards
Divide the team into attackers and defenders. The coach starts the game by striking the sliotar
in from the 45m line. Attackers play towards the goals while the backs play towards the gates
on the 45m line. Attackers get a score as normal and backs score each time they get the sliotar
through the gates. The play starts each time with the sliotar played in from the coach.

Support play & Defending the overlap
Divide the team into attackers and defenders. A feeder starts the game by striking the sliotar to
one of the attackers and follows on to support the attacking players but the feeder cannot score
themselves. The play starts each time played in from the feeder at the blue cone.
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Speed, Scoring, Defending and Goalkeeping.
P1 (Forward) sprints out and around cone A, P2 sprints out and around cone B. On the way
towards goal, the coach feeds P1 with sliotar. P1 heads for goal and P2 attempts to hook,
goalie attempts to save. Switch roles of defender and forward after a couple of minutes.

2

1

1

A

A

B

B
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Skills Testing
Keeping Score Challenges
Hit the Net - Championship
Football



The player stands 10 Meters from the Goal (15ft x 7ft)
The player kicks the first ball from his/her hand with their dominant foot and the ball must
hit the net without touching the ground first to continue
 The player then kicks the ball from his/her hand with their non dominant foot and again
the ball must hit the net without touching the ground first to continue
 The player alternates between feet and continues until he/she does not succeed in the
challenge
Hurling





The player stands 14 Meters from the Goal (15ft x 7ft)
The player strikes the first ball from his/her hand using their dominant side and the ball
must hit the net without touching the ground first to continue
The player then strikes the ball from his/her hand using their non dominant side and
again the ball must hit the net without touching the ground first to continue
The player alternates between sides and continues until he/she does not succeed in the
challenge

Score Keeping




Each participant will have their own score
The top three scores will be recorded per year and placed on the designed poster in the
school/club/county notice board etc.
Each club/school/county will have a record of all scorers with the top 10 players and
scores kept on record permanently in the club/school/county for children to challenge
themselves to beat

Football 10m
Hurling 14m
a

Over the Bar - Championship
Football


a

The player stands 20 Meters from the Goal (15ft x 7ft)
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The player kicks the first ball from his/her hand while running parallel to the goal along
the 21 meter line with their dominant foot and the ball must go over the bar for the player
to continue
 The player then kicks the ball from his/her hand with their non dominant while running
parallel to the goal along the 21 meter line foot and again the ball must go over the bar
for the player to continue
 The player alternates between feet and continues until he/she does not succeed in the
challenge
Hurling



The player stands 26 Meters from the Goal (15ft x 7ft)
The player strikes the first ball from his/her hand while running parallel to the goal along
a 35 meter line using their dominant side and the ball must go over the bar for the player
to continue
 The player then strikes the ball from his/her hand while running parallel to the goal along
the 21 meter line using their non dominant side and again the ball must go over the bar
for the player to continue
 The player alternates between sides and continues until he/she does not succeed in the
challenge
Score Keeping




Each participant will have their own score
The top three scores will be recorded per year and placed on the designed poster in the
school/club/county notice board etc.
Each club/school/county will have a record of all scorers with the top 10 players and
scores kept on record permanently in the club/school/county for children to challenge
themselves to beat

b

a

4m

c

2m

4m

d

The player starts at either cone a or d and must strike/kick the ball between cone b and c
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Keeping Score Challenges
Hit the Net - league
Football



The player stands 10 Meters from the Goal (15ft x 7ft)
The player kicks the first ball from his/her hand with their dominant foot and the ball must
hit the net without touching the ground first to continue
 The player then kicks the ball from his/her hand with their non dominant foot and again
the ball must hit the net without touching the ground first to continue
 The player alternates between feet and continues for 10 attempts and keeps score
Hurling





The player stands 14 Meters from the Goal (15ft x 7ft)
The player strikes the first ball from his/her hand using their dominant side and the ball
must hit the net without touching the ground first to continue
The player then strikes the ball from his/her hand using their non dominant side and
again the ball must hit the net without touching the ground first to continue
The player alternates between feet and continues for 10 attempts and keeps score

Score Keeping
Scoring – 3 Points for over the bar , 2 Points for a goal & 1 Point for between the side
posts

Football 10m
Hurling 14m
a

a

Over the Bar - League
Football



The player stands 20 Meters from the Goal (15ft x 7ft)
The player kicks the first ball from his/her hand while running parallel to the goal along
the 21 meter line with their dominant foot and the ball must go over the bar for the player
to continue
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The player then kicks the ball from his/her hand with their non dominant while running
parallel to the goal along the 21 meter line foot and again the ball must go over the bar
for the player to continue
 The player alternates between feet and continues for 10 attempts and keeps score
Hurling







The player stands 26 Meters from the Goal (15ft x 7ft)
The player strikes the first ball from his/her hand while running parallel to the goal along
a 35 meter line using their dominant side and the ball must go over the bar for the player
to continue
The player then strikes the ball from his/her hand while running parallel to the goal along
the 21 meter line using their non dominant side and again the ball must go over the bar
for the player to continue
The player alternates between feet and continues for 10 attempts and keeps score

Score Keeping
Scoring – 3 Points for over the bar , 2 Points for a goal & 1 Point for between the side
posts

b

a

4m

c

2m

4m

d

The player starts at either cone a or d and must strike/kick the ball between cone b and c
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